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South Africa applies a residence-based tax system and accordingly a legal person or company 
is regarded as tax resident in South Africa if it is incorporated, established or formed in South 
Africa or if it has its place of effective management (POEM) in South Africa. Further, the 
POEM test is also used as the ‘tie-breaker’ rule in double taxation agreements (DTA’s), 
which are based on the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development Model 
Tax Convention on Income and Capital and the Commentary thereto (OECD, OECD MTC, 
and OECD Commentary).  
The concept ‘POEM’ has never been defined for tax purposes, not in a South African context, 
neither internationally. Thus, when ascribing a meaning thereto, one is left to consider the 
South African Revenue Service’s (SARS) interpretation and the OECD’s interpretation 
thereof.  
Currently SARS considers the POEM to be located where policy and strategic decisions are 
executed and implemented by a company’s senior management. On the other hand, the 
OECD considers the POEM to be where key management and commercial decisions of an 
entity’s business as a whole are in substance made (it appears SARS is also leaning towards 
this interpretation, based on the most recent draft interpretation note released).  
 The modern multinational environment and digital economy have significantly changed the 
way businesses are run. With the evolving communications technology, it is no longer 
necessary for a group of individuals to be physically present in one location to have a 
meeting, as it can be held through videoconferencing facilities while participants are located 
across the globe. This makes it extremely challenging to establish a single POEM. 
This dissertation analyses the current factors which are being considered when establishing 
the POEM and will scrutinise current developments and proposed amendments to legislation 
and interpretation notes.  Comment is made regarding whether these factors acknowledge and 
address the challenges the digital economy presents when establishing the POEM. 
A conclusion is reached that the digital economy is being acknowledged and considered 
when establishing the POEM, however no specific, additional or different factors are 
prescribed to establish the POEM in the digital economy. It is considered that undue attention 
should not be attached to the digital economy, in such a way that it ‘confuses’ the meaning 




the same “core principles” which have thus far been of importance in a traditional world 
should equally apply when establishing POEM in a digital economy.  
It is recommended that the South African tax authorities finalise Draft Income Tax 
Interpretation Note No6 (Draft IN6). Further, it is recommended that the 2003 discussion 
draft of the OECD Technical Advisory Group on Monitoring the Application of Existing 
Treaty Norms for Taxing Business Profits be finalised and that the meaning of POEM be 
refined. Further, it is proposed that the OECD Commentary include practical examples of 
establishing the POEM in the digital economy. It is also recommended that the OECD define 
certain words or terms upfront, in order to eliminate confusion as to the meaning thereof, 
these are: board, directors, head office/headquarter, senior employees, senior managers and 
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Chapter 1:  Introduction and overview 
1.1  Background 
1.1.1   The origin of the concept ‘Place of Effective Management’ 
As early as the 1900’s uncertainty surrounding the concept of corporate residence existed.1 
In order to avoid double taxation, which arose as result of the corporate residence 
uncertainty, individual States entered into bilateral agreements.2 In 1921 the Financial 
Committee of the League of Nations (League of Nations) tasked four public finance experts3 
to prepare a report on double taxation queries.4 This lead to the drafting of four model 
treaties from “1926 through 1927, which were revised and adopted in 1928 by the 
representatives of 28 States at a conference called by the Secretary General of the League of 
Nations.”5 In the years to follow, the League of Nations encouraged and achieved further 
development and in 1943 the League of Nations Model regarded a company “to be resident 
in the country in which it was constituted (ie incorporated).6 In the London Double Tax 
Agreement Model of 1956 this was changed to the country where the company’s ‘real centre 
of management’ was situated”7 Thereafter, the Organisation for European Economic Co-
operation, and its successor the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development 
(OECD) “picked up where the preparatory research of the League of Nations had left off”
and issued four interim reports from 1956 through 1961,8 the report issued on 27 May 1957 
proposed that the ‘management and control test’ be used as a tie-breaker9 and the fourth 
report dated 5 November 1957 replaced the concept ‘management and control’ with that of 
‘place of effective management’.10 This ultimately lead to the introduction of the tie-breaker 
rule ‘Place of Effective Management’ (POEM) which is present in today’s Organisation for 
Economic Co-operation and Development Model Tax Convention on Income and Capital 
and the Commentary thereto (OECD MTC and OECD Commentary). 
1 Vogel et al., 1997:16-17 
2 Ibid 
3 Bruins (Rotterdam), Einaudi (Turin), Seligman (New York) and Stamp (London) 
4 Vogel et al., 1997:17 
5 Ibid 
6 Olivier & Honiball (2011:38) cite Avery-Jones (2008) 
7 Ibid 
8 Vogel et al., 1997:17 and Organisation for Economic and Co-operation Development (OECD), 2014:8 
9 Olivier & Honiball, 2011:38 




1.1.2   South Africa’s tax system 
Since 1 January 2001, South Africa has been applying a ‘residence-based’11 tax system, 
having changed from a largely ‘source-based’12 tax system.13 This implies that a South 
African resident, as defined, is subject to tax on world-wide receipts or accruals whereas a 
non-resident will only be subject to tax in South Africa on receipts or accruals derived from 
a source within, or deemed to be within, South Africa.14 Accordingly, the definition of 
‘resident’ per the Income Tax Act 58 of 1962, as amended (Act, the) is of fundamental 
importance when determining a persons’ tax liability in South Africa.   
1.1.3   Introducing the concept ‘Place of Effective Management’ to South 
Africa’s tax system 
South Africa first made reference to the concept ‘POEM’ in the Fifth Interim Report of the 
so-called Katz Commission in 1997, which dealt with the proposal to change South Africa’s 
tax system from a ‘source-based’ tax system to a ‘residence-based’ tax system.15 The report 
notes inter alia the following: 
“The current definition of a domestic (read ‘resident’) company is a company incorporated in 
South Africa, or a company ‘managed and controlled’ in South Africa. The main criticism of the 
definition is that it has proven subject to relatively simple, formalistic manipulation. This concept 
is also out of line with commonly used, and much more substantial, tax treaty expression of 
‘effective management’. The Commission recommends that the concept of effective management 
as referred to in Article 4(3) of the OECD Model Tax Convention be used consistently to 
designate the tax residence of persons other than natural persons. This may perhaps be best 
achieved through an appropriate definition in Section 1 of the Income Tax Act. Again, the 
challenge will have the benefit of employing international and, therefore, commonly understood 
terminology.”16 
                                                 
11  Oguttu (2008:80-81) refers to various writers and states that: “In terms of the residence basis of taxation, 
residents are taxed on their worldwide income. The justification for the residence basis of taxation is that as 
a resident enjoys the protection of the state, he should contribute towards the cost of the government of the 
country in which he resides, even if income is earned outside that country. This basis of taxation is also 
justified by the fact that residents know that they can always return to the country of residence whenever 
they want and that they will have the protection of their government whenever they are abroad.” 
12  Oguttu (2008:81) refers to various writers and states that: “The justification for the source basis of taxation 
is that a taxpayer can be expected to share the costs of running the country which makes it possible for the 
taxpayer to produce income.” 
13  SARS, 2011:3 
14  Stiglingh et al., 2015:59 
15  Olivier & Honiball, 2011:27 




It is evident from above, that the Katz Commission intended that the ‘resident’ definition of 
a person other than a natural person (legal person or company), as stated in section 1 of the 
Act, should be amended to reflect ‘effective management’, in order to bring it in line with 
the OECD’s view. Further, it was recommended that the concept ‘effective management’ 
should be defined in the Act. 
Subsequently, the resident definition was amended in the Act to reflect ‘effective 
management’ as a criteria. However, to date, the Act has omitted to define the concept 
‘effective management’.  
1.1.4   The resident definition and the relevance of the concept ‘Place of 
Effective Management’ in South Africa 
In terms of paragraph (b) of the resident definition, contained in section 1 of the Act, South 
Africa has adopted two tests for determining the tax residency of a legal person.17 Under the 
first test, a legal person is regarded as a tax resident in South Africa if it is incorporated, 
established or formed in South Africa. The second test looks to a legal person’s place of 
effective management (POEM) (which effectively applies the principle of substance over 
form18).19 
Relating to the first test, the terms ‘incorporated’, ‘established’ or ‘formed’ are not defined 
in the Act.20 However, it is accepted that when a legal person is formed and incorporated in 
South Africa, in terms of section 13 of the Companies Act 71 of 2008, that legal person will 
be regarded as a South African tax resident due to its formation and incorporation in South 
Africa.21 It is evident that this is a formal factual test and is generally straightforward in its 
application.22  
However, it is the second test which hosts the anomalies when establishing a legal person’s 
tax residency status. When applying the second test, it will be noted that the concept 
‘POEM’ is not defined in the Act.23 Thus, when ascribing a meaning to POEM, one is left to 
                                                 
17 SARS, 2011:3 
18 Van der Merwe, 2006:122 
19 SARS, 2011:3 
20 Van der Merwe, 2006:121 
21 Stiglingh et al., 2015:65 
22 SARS, 2011:3 




consider the South African Revenue Service’s (SARS) interpretation thereof, the OECD’s 
views and the opinions of international tax writers.24  
Further, the POEM test is also used as the ‘tie-breaker’ rule in many double taxation 
agreements (DTAs) that South Africa has entered into with other countries, particularly 
those DTAs which are based on the OECD MTC.25 This ‘tie-breaker’ rule is used to 
determine the tax residency of a legal person where that legal person could otherwise be 
considered a tax resident of both Contracting States under their domestic laws.26 For 
example, if a company is incorporated in Mauritius, but is effectively managed in South 
Africa, that company will be a tax resident in both Mauritius and South Africa, and will be 
liable for tax in both Mauritius and South Africa, under their respective domestic tax 
legislation. This seems rather unfair. In order to level the playing field, the DTA ‘tie-
breaker’ rule will come into play and will deem the company to be a tax resident of the 
country it is effectively managed in, being South Africa in our example. Accordingly, the 
company will be liable for tax in South Africa on its worldwide receipts and accruals, and 
may qualify for a tax credit should any taxes be levied in Mauritius on source income.  
 Reiterating the above statement, when establishing a legal person’s POEM and in effect its 
tax residency status, it is essential to consider the interpretation of SARS as set out in 
Income Tax Interpretation Note 6 (IN6), the Discussion Paper on Income Tax Interpretation 
Note 6 (IN6 Discussion Paper) and the subsequent draft Income Tax Interpretation Note 6 
(Issue 2) (Draft IN6) and the international view per the OECD MTC and OECD 
Commentary. 
1.1.5   The meaning of the concept ‘Place of Effective Management’ 
Contrary to the concept ‘place of management’ used in Article 4(1) of the OECD MTC, 
which refers to domestic law, the concept ‘POEM’ must be interpreted independently.27 
Even though the Act and Articles 4(1), 8(1), 13(3) and 22(3) of the OECD MTC refer to the 
concept ‘POEM’, it is still to be defined.28 In fact, this concept has never had a universally 
                                                 
24 Haupt, 2015:30  
25 SARS, 2011:2 
26 Ibid 
27 Vogel et al., 1997:262 




accepted meaning.29 In order to ascribe a meaning to POEM one has to start by ascertaining 
the ordinary, everyday grammatical meaning of the concept by consulting a dictionary.30 
The Oxford dictionary31 does not define the concept ‘POEM’ nor the concept ‘effective 
management’. Accordingly, the definition of the words ‘effective’ and ‘management’ will 
be scrutinised.  
The Oxford Dictionary defines the word “effective” as “producing the intended result, 
impressive, actual, operative …”32  
The Oxford Dictionary defines the word “management” as “managing or being managed, 
administration of business or public undertakings or people engaging in this, especially 
those controlling a workforce.”33 
In Wensleydale’s Settlement Trustees v Inland Revenue Commissioners case34 (Wensleydale 
case, the), Commissioner David Shirley commented on the ordinary meaning of POEM and 
emphasised the adjective ‘effective’: 
“In my opinion it is not sufficient that some sort of management was carried on in the Republic of 
Ireland such as operating a bank account in the name of the trustees. ‘Effective’ implies realistic, 
positive management. The place of effective management is where the shots are called, to adopt a 
vivid transatlantic colloquialism.”35 
(a)  SARS’ view of the meaning of POEM 
In March 2002, SARS published IN6, which sets out its view regarding the determination of 
the POEM of a company.36 Although not law, IN6 carries certain weight in the 
determination of a company’s POEM for domestic tax purposes, since it reflects SARS’ 
view and how SARS will apply the law in respective cases.37  
                                                 
29 SARS, 2011:5 
30 Courts often consult dictionaries in order to arrive at the ordinary meaning of the words. See for example  
Commissioner for Inland Revenue v Golden Dumps (Pty) Ltd 55 SATC 198(a), Estate Dempers v Secretary 
For Inland Revenue 39 SATC 95 (1977 (3) SA 410(A)), Secretary For Inland Revenue v Charkay 
Properties (Pty) Ltd 38 SATC 159 (1976 (4) SA 872(A)), only to name a few.  
31 1996 
32 Thompson, 1996:276 
33 Thompson, 1996:538 
34 (1996) STC (SCD) 241 
35 SARS, 2015:5 (Emphasis added) 
36 SARS, 2002:1 




IN6 has not strictly followed international guidelines on the interpretation of this concept 
and has placed a great deal of focus on the  place where strategic board decisions are 
executed and implemented as indicators of ‘effective management’, as opposed to where 
such decisions are made.38 It distinguishes between the concepts of ‘management and 
control’ and ‘effective management’. The general approach taken in IN6 is that a company’s 
POEM is “the place where the company is managed on a day-to-day basis by directors or 
senior managers of the company, irrespective of where the overriding control is exercised, 
or where the board of directors meet.”39  
To recapitulate the above, the focus is on the location where policy and strategic decisions 
are executed and implemented by a company’s senior management, rather than the place 
where the ultimate authority over the company is exercised by its board of directors or 
similar body.40  
In September 2011 SARS issued IN6 Discussion Paper with the intention to invite the 
public and tax practitioners to voice their concerns regarding the manner in which the 
POEM is determined in South Africa and to provide a platform for discussion of possible 
revision of IN6.41 IN6 Discussion Paper contains four areas of criticism, the main criticism 
relates to the general approach, which focusses on the place where strategic decisions and 
policies are executed and implemented, rather than the place where those decisions and 
policies are made and adopted.42  
On 14 April 2015 SARS issued Draft IN6 which provides principles and guidelines to be 
applied when establishing a company’s POEM. These principles and guidelines take into 
account comments received in response to the invitation extended to the public and tax 
practitioners through the IN6 Discussion Paper. These principles and guidelines are in line 
with paragraph 24 of the 2014 OECD Commentary to Article 4(3). Accordingly, it now 
appears as if SARS and the 2014 OECD MTC are aiming to be in agreement that “a 
company’s POEM is the place where key management and commercial decisions that are 
necessary for the conduct of its business as a whole are in substance made.”43 Draft IN6 
                                                 
38 SARS, 2002:3-4 
39 SARS, 2002:3 (Emphasis added) 
40 Ibid 
41 SARS, 2011:1 
42 SARS, 2011:5 (Emphasis added) 




further states that “the POEM test is one of substance over form.44 It therefore requires 
identification of those persons in a company who actually ‘call the shots’ and exercise 
‘realistic positive management’.45 It is important to note that on the cut-off date46 of this 
dissertation, Draft IN6 has not been finalised and is not yet effective. 
(b)  The OECD’s view of the meaning of POEM 
As stated above, the OECD MTC does not define POEM, however it provides guidance in 
the OECD Commentary as to the meaning thereof. Paragraph 24 of the Commentary on 
Article 4(3) to the OECD MTC, recognises the POEM as “the place where key management 
and commercial decisions that are necessary for the conduct of the entity’s business as a 
whole are in substance made.”47  
The OECD Commentary further notes that “an entity may have more than one place of 
management, but it can only have one POEM at any one time.”48 This evidences the 
importance of establishing and monitoring the POEM of a company on an ongoing basis. 
The concept ‘POEM’ has been the topic of lengthy international discussions between 
various OECD member countries for many years.49 
(c)  Tax authors’ views of the meaning of POEM 
South African and international tax authors are not able to agree on the meaning of POEM.50     
Meyerowitz opines that the POEM “is normally the place where, in the case of a company, 
the directors meet on the business of the company, which may differ from the place where 
the company carries on business or is managed by staff or directors individually and not as a 
board. Where the company has executive directors, the facts may reveal that the company is 
effectively managed where such directors, in contrast to the board of directors as a whole, 
conduct the company’s affairs.”51 
                                                 
44 SARS, 2015:14 
45 SARS, 2015:5 
46 30 September 2015 
47 OECD, 2014:90-91 (Emphasis added) 
48 Ibid 
49 Olivier & Honiball, 2011:28 
50 Ibid 




Olivier & Honiball state that residency “refers to effective management as the place where 
the ‘most vital’ management actions take place. Therefore it will be the place where 
decisions are made that ‘carry some weight’ in the ordinary course of business.”52 
Vogel et al. are of the view that effective management is top-level management and it is, 
therefore, necessary to identify the ‘top-level management’ of the company and to examine 
where they make and implement decisions. The place where the top-level managers (not 
necessarily directors) have their offices would be important. The top-level management 
would typically ‘interfere’ with the usual conduct of the business, although not necessarily 
with the day-to-day affairs.53 Further, top-level management would be constantly informed 
of the transactions of the business and their decisions would have a decisive influence on 
how the transactions are arranged.54 
(d)  Contradicting views of the meaning of POEM 
It is evident from the above that SARS’s current view per IN6 (which is effective on the cut-
off date55 of this dissertation) and the OECD’s view are contradicting, and that different 
factors are being considered when establishing the POEM. As stated above, IN6 is not law 
and it is trite “that when a domestic court has to interpret any legislation, s 232 of the 
Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 1996, requires it to give preference to any 
reasonable interpretation that is consistent with international law over any alternative 
interpretation which is inconsistent with international law.”56 Van der Merwe notes that the 
OECD Commentary may aid in the interpretation of DTA’s based on the OECD MTC, as 
the OECD Member countries would have taken the OECD Commentary into consideration 
when drafting DTA’s.57 Accordingly, even though South Africa is not an OECD Member 
State, it can be concluded that when establishing the POEM in the context of a DTA, the 
view adopted by the OECD should prevail, as it is recognised that many of South Africa’s 
DTA’s are based on the OECD MTC.58 
                                                 
52 Olivier & Honiball (2011:29) cite Olivier (2003) 
53 Vogel et al.,1997:262-263 
54 Ibid 
55 30 September 2015 
56 Van der Merwe, 2006:135 
57 Van der Merwe (2006:136) cites Baker (1991) 




1.2   Research question 
Should additional or different factors be considered when establishing the POEM in a digital 
economy? 
1.3   Scope of this dissertation 
This dissertation will focus on the factors that are currently being considered in South Africa 
when establishing the POEM and will examine the recent developments and proposed 
amendments to legislation and interpretation notes in South Africa and will comment if 
these factors acknowledge and address the digital economy. Consideration will also be 
given to recent South African judgements concerning the POEM and the factors which were 
of importance in deciding the matter. 
“South Africa is a former British Colony and is a member of the Commonwealth and 
operates under, what is essentially, an English court system.”59 Further, our courts routinely 
look at United Kingdom precedent for guidance.60 In a recent South African tax case dealing 
with the concept of POEM, the Oceanic Trust Co Ltd NO v Commissioner for South African 
Revenue Service [2012] 74 SATC 127 (Oceanic Trust case, the), reliance was placed on an 
United Kingdom judgement, the matter between Commissioner for Her Majesty’s Revenue 
and Customs v Smallwood and Another [2010] EWCA Civ 778 (Smallwood case, the). 
The United Kingdom domestic legislation refers to Central Management and Control 
(CM&C) as opposed to POEM.  
Accordingly, this dissertation will focus on the factors that are currently being considered in 
the United Kingdom when establishing the POEM and will examine the recent 
developments and proposed amendments to legislation and interpretation in the United 
Kingdom and will comment if these factors acknowledge and address the digital economy. 
Consideration will also be given to recent United Kingdom judgements concerning the 
POEM and the factors which were of importance in deciding the matter. This dissertation 
will also highlight the differences and similarities in the concepts ‘CM&C’ and ‘POEM’. 
Many of South African DTA’s follow the OECD MTC. As stated above, in an international 
context courts will look to the OECD Commentary and interpretation of the OECD MTC 
when establishing the POEM. 
                                                 
59 South African Institute of Chartered Accountant (SAICA), 2011:7 




Accordingly, this dissertation will focus on the factors that are currently being 
recommended by the OECD when establishing the POEM in an international context and 
will examine the recent developments and proposed amendments to Article 4(3) and the 
accompanying Commentary and comment if these factors acknowledge and address the 
digital economy.  
Further, this dissertation will establish the impact the OECD’s Base Erosion and Profit 
Shifting Project (OECD BEPS Project) will have (if any) on the factors to be considered 
when establishing the POEM in a digital economy. 
1.4   Limitations of this dissertation 
This dissertation will focus on the factors considered in South African, the United Kingdom 
and the OECD MTC as at 30 September 2015, and will not take into account any proposal 
or draft documents issued, or amendments made thereafter. Further, this dissertation will not 
include an analysis of the factors considered by other countries who’s residency definition 
also include the concept ‘POEM’, neither will it consider the factors taken into account by 
the Model Tax Convention on Income and on Capital of the United Nations. 
1.5   Research method 
This dissertation will involve a review of South African and United Kingdom legislation, 
judgements, discussion papers, explanatory memoranda, literature and articles relating to the 
POEM and the digital economy, as well as the interpretation and discussion of practical 
implications of establishing the POEM in the digital economy. Further, the study will 
include a review of Article 4(3) of the OECD MTC and the accompanying Commentary 
thereto, proposed amendments thereto and recent developments, the OECD Base Erosion 
and Profit Shifting Action Plan (OECD BEPS Action Plan), the OECD Base Erosion and 
Profit Shifting Report (OECD BEPS Report) and related discussion drafts. 
1.6   Structure 
Chapter 2 serves to contextualise the digital economy and define the terms.  
Chapter 3 will look at the POEM from a South African perspective, taking into 
consideration current domestic legislation and interpretation notes and will scrutinise the 
recent developments and proposed amendments to legislation and interpretation notes and 




Chapter 4 will look at the POEM from a United Kingdom perspective, taking into 
consideration current domestic legislation and practice statements and will scrutinise the 
recent developments and proposed amendments to legislation and practice statements and 
comment if these factors acknowledge and address the digital economy.  
Chapter 5 will look at the POEM from the OECD’s perspective, taking into consideration 
the standing Article 4(3) and the accompanying Commentary and will scrutinise the recent 
developments and proposed amendments to the Article and Commentary and comment if 
these factors acknowledge and address the digital economy.  
Chapter 6 will review the relevant Actions and Reports of the OECD BEPS Project and will 
ascertain what impact (if any) it will have on the factors to be considered when establishing 
the POEM in a digital economy. 





Chapter 2:  Contextualising the digital economy 
2.1   Introduction 
Telecommunications and technological advancements are fundamentally changing the way 
people run their business, especially when trade is conducted electronically (e-commerce).61 
“E-commerce is a term used to describe the wide array of commercial activities carried out 
by electronic means that enable trade outside of the confines of geographical boundaries.”62  
“This technology enables the transmission of voice, data, images and video information to 
take place in cyberspace by using the Internet.”63 Various authors have opined that “the 
Internet provides an environment in which automated functions can conduct significant 
business with little or no physical activity and that these functions can be easily and quickly 
moved from one jurisdiction to another.”64 
2.2   Defining the digital economy 
Mesenbourg identifies three primary components of the digital economy and defines it as 
follows: 
 “E-business infrastructure is defined as the share of total economic infrastructure used to 
support electronic business processes and conduct electronic commerce. It includes hardware, 
software, telecommunication networks, support services, and human capital used in electronic 
business and commerce.  
 E-business is defined as any process that a business organisation conducts over computer-
mediated networks. Business organisations include any for-profit or non-profit entity. Examples 
of major electronic business process categories include online purchasing, selling, production 
management, logistics, as well as internal communication and support services. Within each 
major category one can identify more specific processes… Internal processes include: email 
capabilities, automated employee services, training, information sharing, video conferencing, 
recruiting, and telecommuting. 
 E-commerce is defined as the value of goods and services sold over computer mediated 
networks.”65  
                                                 








2.3   Understanding the digital economy 
The digital economy is borderless and it can be said that geographic jurisdictions do not 
exist.66 Cockfield cites the United States Treasury Departments’ report, which notes the 
difficulties associated with taxing economic activities that occur over a global network 
without any centralised form of control: “From a certain perspective, e-commerce doesn’t 
seem to occur in any physical location but instead takes place in the nebulous world of 
cyberspace.”67  
2.4   Linking the digital economy to the Place of Effective Management 
Modern technology has provided a platform for management to conduct business without 
them having to physically meet in one place to decide on a matter. Now, important 
management decisions can conveniently be made via, for example, videoconferencing 
facilities or electronic discussion group applications while key managers are located across 
the globe.68 One would then be faced with the question as to where the company’s POEM is 
located, as the place where the decisions will be made, will be in multiple locations where 
each party is located. This uncertainty arises as global computer based communications cut 
across territorial borders and create a new world for human activity, which greatly 
undermines the feasibility and legitimacy of laws based on geographical boundaries.69 It is 
clear that the term ‘place’ has limited meaning in the digital world.70 The digital economy 
creates an opportunity to manipulate the POEM principle, as this principle is governed by 
national sovereignty, which was developed in the days of “brick and mortar” when physical 
presence in a jurisdiction was necessary to enforce tax laws.71 Accordingly, residency has 
now become a matter of deliberate choice in instances where reliance is placed on the 
location of management functions to determine the company’s POEM.72 
2.5   Integration of traditional tax rules and e-commerce tax rules 
Cockfield is of the opinion that traditional tax laws and policies are used to govern the new 
ways of doing business over the internet.73 They have partly based this conclusion on the 
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fact that “e-commerce rules have increasingly been ‘absorbed’ into the traditional rules. In 
particular, the line between e-commerce activities and traditional commercial activities is 
increasingly blurred … This perspective supports the view that the internet should be seen 
as part of the continuum of technology change and that traditional legal mechanisms will 
suffice to confront challenges promoted by cross-border e-commerce.”74 It is evident from 
above that the authors are suggesting that the traditional factors should be considered when 
establishing the POEM in a digital economy. 
  
                                                 




Chapter 3:  A South African perspective 
3.1   Introduction 
This chapter will highlight the factors which are currently being considered in South Africa 
when establishing the POEM of a company. 
Consideration will also be given to recent South African judgements concerning the POEM 
and the factors which were of importance in deciding the matter. 
Further, this chapter will examine the recent developments and proposed amendments to the 
interpretation of POEM from a South African perspective and will comment if these 
developments and proposed amendments acknowledge the digital economy and if they 
provide guidance as to which factors should be considered when establishing the POEM in a 
digital economy, ie should additional or different factors be considered when establishing 
the POEM in a digital economy? 
3.2   Factors currently being considered when establishing the Place of 
Effective Management 
IN6 was issued by SARS on 26 March 2002. IN6 highlights that the “concept of effective 
management is not the same as shareholder-control or control by the board of directors” and 
that “management focusses on a company’s purpose and business and not on the 
shareholder-function.75 
An analysis of IN6 follows: 
3.2.1   Income Tax Interpretation Note No6 
(a)  SARS’ general approach 
The general approach per IN6 is that a company’s POEM is “the place where the company 
is managed on a regular or day-to-day basis by directors or senior managers of the 
company, irrespective of where the overriding control is exercised, or where the board of 
directors meets.”76 As reiterated in IN6 Discussion Paper, SARS regards the POEM to be 
located “where policy and strategic decisions are executed and implemented…”77 Thus, it 
can be said that the POEM is the place where policy and strategic decisions are 
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implemented and not where they are made.78 However, in IN6 it is noted that management 
structures, reporting lines and responsibilities vary from entity to entity, depending on the 
requirements of the entity, so no hard and fast rules can be laid down (alternative).79 
SARS’ IN6 “alternative” interpretation, as stated above, is less manipulative than the 
OECD’s interpretation, being where directors meet and decide on matters.80 Although IN6 
keeps track with business models in the modern multinational environment and digital 
economy, it does not provide any assistance in pin-pointing the ‘implementation act’ and the 
location thereof “if the act consists of several separate actions undertaken in various 
jurisdictions through virtual or mobile offices.”81 For example, if a decision is taken locally 
by a company director resident in South Africa to raise finance from a foreign bank. The 
director makes a phone call while based in South Africa to arrange for the finance, however, 
the director flies overseas to sign the finance agreement. The question then arises whether 
the transaction was implemented locally or offshore.82  
“Generally, the most obvious way to avert any doubt in this regard would be for all these 
decisions and actions to be taken and implemented overseas and for all relevant 
documentation (for example, board resolutions) to reflect this.”83 
(b)  Practical application of the general approach 
IN6 adopts a three-stage inquiry as to the practical application of the general approach.  
 Firstly, “if these management functions are executed at a single location, that location 
will be the place of effective management. This location might or might not correspond 
with the place from where the day-to-day business operations/activities are actually 
conducted from/carried out.”  
 Secondly, if these management functions are executed at multiple locations, due to the 
directors or senior managers managing via distance communication (ie telephone, 
internet, video conferencing, etc) the view is held that the POEM “would best be 
reflected where the day-to-day operational management and commercial decisions taken 
by the senior managers are actually implemented, in other words, the place where the 
business operations/activities are actually carried out or conducted.”  
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 Thirdly, if the nature of the company necessitates “that the business operations/activities 
are conducted from various locations, one needs to determine the place with the 
strongest economic nexus.”84 
IN6 does not elaborate on the meaning of ‘economic nexus’ nor does it provide any 
guidance on the interpretation thereof.85  Van der Merwe notes that the term ‘economic 
nexus’ is not a foreign concept to us.86 It means the economic link to or relationship with the 
subject matter.87 When establishing the ‘economic nexus’ it is necessary to “find the 
strongest or the closest economic link.”88 Establishing this “closest and strongest economic 
link”, requires the examination and weighing of several factors such as, where the company 
has most employees and assets, carries on most activities, derives most of its revenue from 
or where it has its headquarters.89 It has been proposed that factors such as “land, other 
income producing assets, labour and financial capital” should also be considered.90 Neither 
the OECD nor SARS provides any guidance on the examination and weighing of these 
factors. This makes the ‘economic nexus’ test quite difficult to apply.91  
(c)  Levels of management 
IN6 distinguishes between three levels of management: 
 The first level is“the place where central management and control is carried out by a 
board of directors”; 
 The second level is “the place where executive directors or senior management execute 
and implement the policy and strategic decisions made by the board of directors and 
make and implement day-to-day/regular/operational management and business 
activities”; and 
 The third level is “the place where the day-to-day business activities are carried 
out/conducted.”92 
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It is evident from SARS’s general approach that the first and third management levels do 
not play a decisive role in establishing a company’s POEM, however, it remains relevant as 
a circumstantial factor (discussed below).93 
(d)  Relevant facts and circumstances 
In IN6 there is no hard-and-fast rule which can be applied when establishing a company’s 
POEM and all the relevant facts and circumstances, such as those listed below, must be 
examined on a case-by-case basis. 
 “Where the centre of top level management is located; 
 Location of and functions performed at the headquarters; 
 Where the business operations are actually conducted; 
 Where controlling shareholders make key management and commercial decisions in 
relation to the company; 
 Legal factors such as the place of incorporation, formation or establishment, the location 
of the registered office and public officer: Where the directors or senior managers or the 
designated manager, who are responsible for the day-to-day management, reside;  
 The frequency of the meetings of the entity’s directors or senior managers and where 
they take place;  
 The experience and skills of the directors, managers, trustees or designated managers 
who purport to manage the entity; 
 The actual activities and physical location of senior employees;  
 The scale of onshore as opposed to offshore operations; 
 The nature of powers conferred upon representatives of the entity, the manner in which 
those powers are exercised by the representatives and the purpose of conferring the 
powers to the representatives. 
The above list is not intended to be exhaustive or specific, but serves merely as a 
guideline.”94 
Van der Merwe criticises the list as it includes factors which seem to be more in line with 
the Anglo-American version of the POEM test (overriding central control) than the South 
African interpretation thereof (day-to-day management).95 The list is further questioned as 
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to whether the factors should be viewed qualitatively or quantitatively and if they all carry 
the same weight.96 Van der Merwe refers to the principles embedded in the Natal Estates 
Ltd v SIR 1975 (4) SA 177 (A) at 202-3 and notes that “the factors should not be 
individually decisive and that the answer should be gleaned from the totality of the facts.” 97 
3.3   Recent court cases and findings 
The detailed background facts of the cases below have not been summarise in this 
dissertation and consideration will only be given to the factors which were of importance in 
deciding the legal entity’s POEM.  
3.3.1   The Oceanic Trust case  
The Oceanic Trust case was the first case to be heard in South Africa which considered the 
meaning of POEM. The matter which came before the court was in the context of a trust, 
however this case is also relevant for a company where it refers to the POEM of a legal 
entity in general.98  
The Western Cape High Court delivered the judgement on 13 June 2011. Although the 
judgement does not conclude on whether the trust had its POEM in South Africa or not as, 
in the judge’s view, all the material facts relating to the management of the trust were not 
“fully found” and were not “sufficiently clear”99 the case is of importance as it provides 
valuable insight as to the view likely to be taken by a court when establishing the POEM.  
The court referred to the Smallwood case, and listed the relevant key features relating to the 
POEM of an entity relevant to the Oceanic case as follows: 
 “The POEM is the place where key management and commercial decisions that are 
necessary for the conduct of the entity’s business are in substance made; 
 The POEM will ordinarily be the place where the most senior group of persons (ie a 
board of directors) makes its decision, where the actions to be taken by the entity as a 
whole are determined; 
 However, no definite rule can be given and all relevant facts and circumstances must be 
examined to determine the POEM of an entity;  
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 Although there may be more than one place of management, there may only be one 
POEM any one time.”100 
From the above it appears that the international view prevailed, the POEM was where the 
key management and commercial decisions were in substance made101 and was not where 
those decisions were implemented, as prescribed in IN6.102 
3.3.2   The Tradehold case  
In the Commissioner for the South African Revenue Service v Tradehold Ltd (132/11) 
[2012] ZASCA 61 (Tradehold case, the) the board of directors, while steering a board 
meeting, resolved that all further board meetings would be held in Luxembourg, accordingly 
the company became effectively managed in Luxembourg.103 Even though it was accepted 
that the company’s POEM moved to Luxembourg and it was not an area to be decided on, 
this case may have had a different outcome if it came before the courts to consider if the 
company’s effective management had actually moved to Luxembourg. 
From above it appears that the international view once again prevailed and that the POEM 
was where the key management and commercial decisions were in substance made. 
3.4   Recent developments and proposed amendments 
In September 2011 SARS issued the IN6 Discussion Paper with the intention to invite the 
public and tax practitioners to voice their concerns regarding the manner in which the 
POEM is determined in South Africa and to provide a platform for discussion of possible 
revision of IN6.104 Subsequently, SARS attended to the comments received on the IN6 
Discussion Paper and on 14 April 2015 issued Draft IN6 which provides updated principles 
and guidelines to be applied when establishing a company’s POEM.105 At the cut-of date106 
of this dissertation, SARS has not yet indicated a date the Draft IN6 will become effective. 
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3.4.1   Discussion Paper on Income Tax Interpretation Note 6  
(a)  A brief overview of the IN6 Discussion Paper 
The IN6 Discussion Paper refers to IN6 and sets out SARS current interpretation of the 
POEM. Further, the IN6 Discussion Paper sets out the criticism of IN6. It contains four 
areas of criticism, the main criticism relates to the general approach, which focusses on the 
place where strategic decisions and policies are executed and implemented, rather than the 
place where those decisions and policies are made and adopted.107 
Further, the IN6 Discussion Paper elaborates on the international benchmarking, the ‘board-
centric’ approach, the OECD MTC and Commentary thereto on Article 4, recent 
developments in the United Kingdom and provides tentative proposals to the revision of 
IN6, which is discussed below.108 
(b)  Revision of IN6 
The IN6 Discussion Paper states that the revision of IN6 must “ensure that the POEM test 
fulfils its purpose as a substantive test that is not open to ‘simple, formalistic 
manipulation’.109 Both international and local authorities have recognised, that a board-
centric approach can no longer meet this challenge in today’s world.”110 The board-centric 
approach is akin to the Anglo-American approach and regards a company’s POEM to be the 
place where a company’s board of directors meets and makes decisions.111 The revision 
should also eliminate uncertainty created in IN6 and resolve any apparent conflicts and 
inconsistencies present in the current IN6.112  It is further stated that the revision should 
account for a wide variety of situations which may arise in our modern multinational 
environment and digital economy.113 
(c)  Proposed amendments to IN6 
The IN6 Discussion Paper proposes that the general approach of IN6 be refined and that it 
should continue to focus on the “second level of management.”114 Further, in order to 
combat the inconsistent use of terminology, it is proposed that the basic terms used in IN6 
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be defined upfront.115 It is agreed that the wide variety of corporate practices, and the 
intensely factual nature of the POEM enquiry makes it impossible to lay down a definite 
rule for establishing a company’s POEM and that all relevant facts and circumstances must 
be taken into account.116 However, it is proposed that several amendments be made to the 
relevant facts and circumstances which should be considered when establishing a 
company’s POEM.117 
(d)  SAICA’s comments regarding the IN6 Discussion Paper 
The South African Institute of Chartered Accountants (SAICA) emailed a letter 
(summarising various chartered accountant tax practitioner members’ comments) to SARS 
on 31 October 2011, in response to their invite to provide comments on the proposed 
amendments to IN6 as embedded in the IN6 Discussion Paper.118 SAICA “welcomes and 
endorses the revised approach, which brings the South African interpretation closer to that 
of the international norm.”119 SAICA sets out an example which highlights the probable 
issues which may arise if the focus is shifted from the place where strategic decisions are 
executed and implemented to the place where strategic decisions are made, when 
ascertaining the POEM. Further, SAICA raises several concerns of the meaning and 
functions of the senior officials and executives.120  
SAICA expresses its view over the list of “Relevant fact and circumstances”121 and notes 
that it should be restructured similar to the format of the ‘tie-breaker’ test of the OECD 
MTC.122 “There must be a starting point – ie where top level management carry out 
effective management, if they do not effectively manage where the next level manage 
etc.”123  
SAICA concludes by stating that “the revised IN6 should not underestimate or under-
emphasise the role of the board of directors in a South African context” and it should be 
recognised that the POEM may also likely “be where the board meets.”124 
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3.4.2   Draft Income Tax Interpretation Note 6 (Issue 2) 
On 14 April 2015 SARS issued Draft IN6 which provides principles and guidelines to be 
applied when establishing a company’s POEM. These principles and guidelines take into 
account comments received in response to the invitation extended to the public and tax 
practitioners through the IN6 Discussion Paper. Further, these principles and guidelines are 
now in line with those of Article 4(3) of the OECD MTC and its accompanying 
Commentary. Accordingly, SARS and the OECD MTC are now in agreement that “a 
company’s POEM is the place where key management and commercial decisions that are 
necessary for the conduct of its business as a whole are in substance made.”125 It is 
important to note that on the cut-off date126 of this dissertation, SARS has not yet indicated 
when the Draft IN6 will become effective. 
(a)  Preamble  
The preamble to Draft IN6 sets the framework for understanding and contextualising the 
‘workings’ of Draft IN6, by defining several words which have caused controversy in the 
past. Amongst other, the meaning of the following words have been clarified: 
 “Board means the board of directors (or similar body, however designed), that has the 
legal authority to exercise the powers and perform functions of a company, except to the 
extent that Company Law or the company’s memorandum provides otherwise. 
 Director means a member of the board or an alternate director and includes any person 
occupying the position of director or alternate director, by whatever name designated. 
 Head office means the place where a company's senior management and their direct 
support staff are located or, if they are located at more than one location, the place 
where they are primarily or predominantly located. A company’s head office is not 
necessarily the same as the place where the majority of its employees work or where its 
board typically meets. 
 Senior management means the level of employees of a company who are generally 
responsible for developing and formulating key strategies and policies for the company 
and for ensuring or overseeing the execution and implementation of those strategies on a 
regular and on-going basis. While terminology may vary, these employees may include: 
o Managing Director or Chief Executive Officer; 
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o Financial Director or Chief Financial Officer; 
o Chief Operating Officer; and 
o The heads of various divisions or departments (for example, Chief Information or 
Technology Officer, Director for Sales or Marketing).” 127 
(b)  SARS’ revised general approach 
As stated above, up until recently, SARS’ ‘general approach’ has been that a company’s 
POEM is the place where policy and strategic decisions are implemented and not where 
they are made.128 However, per Draft IN6 SARS’ ‘proposed’ general principle is now that 
“a company’s place of effective management is the place where key management and 
commercial decisions that are necessary for the conduct of its business as a whole are in 
substance made.”129 It is evident from above that SARS is proposing to move its focus from 
the place where policy and strategic decisions are implemented to where they are made. 
In Draft IN6, SARS acknowledges the challenge the digital economy presents when 
establishing a company’s POEM in a modern multinational environment and notes that the 
same “core principles” should still apply when establishing a company’s POEM in the 
digital economy.130 Thus, it is clear that SARS is not proposing or going to propose that any 
different or additional factors should be considered when establishing a company’s POEM 
in a digital economy. 
As in IN6, Draft IN6 notes that a company’s key management and commercial decisions 
affecting its business as a whole can be made at a single location or at multiple locations. If 
the decisions are made at a single location, that location will be the POEM and if the 
decisions are made at multiple locations the POEM will be the location where those 
decisions are “primarily or predominantly made.”131 
Draft IN6 notes that it is impossible to lay down a set of definite rules to determine a 
company’s POEM and that all relevant facts and circumstances must be evaluated when 
establishing the POEM.132 Further, a list is provided, which is not intended to be exhaustive, 
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of facts and circumstances that may be considered when establishing a company’s 
POEM.133  
(c)  Non-exhaustive list of key facts and circumstances  
Firstly, it is necessary to identify the individual/s who are “calling the shots”, those who 
make the key management and commercial decisions.134 Once the individual/s have been 
identified it is necessary to ascertain where the individuals were located when the “decisions 
were in substance actually made.”135 The factors below, serve as a guideline to assist in 
determining the individual/s and the location when establishing a company’s POEM. 
Head office 
“Head office” is defined upfront in the preamble to Draft IN6 and the location thereof is 
generally a major factor when establishing a company’s POEM, as it is often the place 
where senior management make key company decisions.136 
Draft IN6 provides the following ‘pointers’ regarding the location of a company’s head 
office: 
 If a company’s senior management and support staff are all based at one location and the 
public acknowledge that location as the principle place of business, that location will be 
regarded as the company’s head office.137 
 If a company’s senior management and support staff are more decentralised, ie from 
time to time they operate from offices located in various countries, then “the company’s 
head office would be the location where those senior managers are primarily or 
predominantly based or where they normally return to following travel to other locations 
or meet when formulating or deciding key strategies and policies for the company as a 
whole.”138 
 If senior management operate “from different locations on a more or less permanent 
basis and they participate in meetings via telephone or video conferencing rather than by 
being physically present at meetings in a principal location”, then the “head office would 
normally be the location, if any, where the highest level of management (for example, 
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the Managing Director and Financial Director) and their direct support staff are 
located.”139 
 If senior management is so decentralised that it is impossible to determine the 
company’s head office with reasonable certainty, then “the location of the head office 
would be of less relevance in determining that company’s place of effective 
management.” 140 
Delegation of authority 
Draft IN6 states that a company’s board is permitted to delegated some or all of its authority 
to an executive committee, consisting of key members of senior management. If this is the 
case the company’s POEM will be the “location where the members of the executive 
committee are based and where that committee develops and formulates the key strategies 
and policies.” 141  
Board 
“Board” is defined upfront in the preamble to Draft IN6 and means board of directors.142  
Draft IN6 states that if a company’s board often meets and retains and exercises its authority 
to govern the company and in substance makes the key management and commercial 
decisions necessary for the conduct of the company’s business as a whole, then the location 
of the board meetings may be considered to be the company’s POEM.143 
It is important to note that it cannot simply be assumed that a company’s POEM is where 
the board meets.144 Draft IN6 provides an example to illustrate the point: “if a board has de 
facto delegated the authority to make the key management and commercial decisions for the 
company to the senior managers and does nothing more than routinely ratify decisions that 
have been made, the company’s POEM will ordinarily be the place where those senior 
managers make those decisions.”145  
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Draft IN6 provides several factors which need to be considered, when ascertaining if the 
board is in essence making the decisions or if the board “is limited to formally approving or 
rubber stamping the decisions made by someone els.”146  These factors include: 
 “Whether the directors have sufficient knowledge and information at hand; 
 Whether the directors are suitably qualified and experienced generally and in relation to 
the particular company; and 
 Whether the directors had reasonable time to assess the information and make the 
decision.”147 
It is reiterated that all the relevant facts and circumstances of a particular case have to be 
taken into consideration when deciding where the company’s POEM is located.148 
Further, Draft IN6 highlights the necessity to establish the different roles of directors and to 
distinguish between directors who are making the decisions and directors who are merely 
ratifying the decisions made by other directors or people.149    
Caution should also be applied if companies have ‘pre-meetings’, basically meetings 
preceding the board meetings, and it should be established “what happens in the pre-
meeting, who participates, where the meeting takes place and what, if any, decisions are 
made since this could impact on the POEM.”150 
Modernisation and global travel 
Draft IN6 acknowledges that “changes in telecommunications, information technology, 
global travel and modern business practises” may impact a company’s POEM.151  These 
‘changes’ imply that the board no longer needs to physically meet at one location to decide 
on matters, it is possible for several directors to be located in various countries and still be 
able to attend the meeting through telecommunication facilities.152  It very often happens 
that the key directors, with the overriding decision making powers, are not present at the 
physical meeting. Accordingly, what appears to be the POEM, being the location where the 
board meets, is not where the “key management and commercial decisions are in substance 
                                                 










made.”153 Further, it is also possible to decide on a matter through ‘round robin voting’, in 
these instances it is important to consider how often ‘round robin voting’ is used, the type of 
decisions made and the location of the participating parties.154 
Obvious from above, it is impossible to lay down a hard and fast rule or to prescribe 
different or additional factors to determine a company’s POEM in a digital economy and it 
is vital to understand and to take into consideration all the surrounding facts and 
circumstances of each case. 
Shareholders 
Typically shareholder decisions would influence the existence of a company itself or the 
rights of shareholders as shareholders and would not have an impact on the company’s 
business “from a management or commercial perspective.”155 Accordingly, shareholder 
decisions would usually not be considered when ascertaining a company’s POEM.156  
However, Draft IN6 cautions that it should be born in mind that shareholder involvement 
may very well be that of effective management if the shareholder/s “usurp” the powers of 
the directors of the company.157 This may be the case if the shareholders decide on a matter 
and instruct the board to approve and implement their decision, without affording the board 
an opportunity to consider the shareholders’ recommendation and to independently decide 
on the matter.158 Accordingly, it is important to distinguish between “shareholder guidance 
and influence and usurpation.”159 
Further, Draft IN6 notes that special consideration should be given to group scenarios, as 
parent companies often set limitations of authority or guidelines for subsidiary 
companies.160 In these situations it is vital to ascertain what the effect of the limitations or 
guidelines are on the ‘decision makers’, is the shareholder still deciding on the matter with 
some guidance or input from the parent company or is the parent company actually calling 
the shots.161 
                                                 












Operational management versus broader top level management 
Draft IN6 stresses the importance to differentiate between operational management and 
broader top level management and the decisions they make.162 Operational management 
generally oversees the day-to-day business operations and activities of a company and their 
decisions are generally of less importance when establishing a company’s POEM.163 On the 
other hand top level management predominantly consists of senior managers who are 
responsible for key management and commercial decisions.164 The location where these 
decisions are made is critical when establishing a company’s POEM.165 
Legal factors 
Draft IN6 states that the following legal factors are generally irrelevant when establishing a 
company’s POEM: 
 the place of incorporation, formation or establishment of the company; 
 the location of the company’s registered office; and 
 the location of the company’s public officer.166 
Economic nexus 
Draft IN6 states that a company’s economic nexus is generally not relevant when 
establishing a company’s POEM, however it may come into play if the other factors are 
inconclusive.167 Draft IN6 does not elaborate on the meaning of economic nexus nor does it 
provide any guidance on the interpretation thereof. Please refer to paragraph 3.2.1(b) for a 
discussion on the meaning of economic nexus. 
Support functions 
In a modern multinational environment it is trite for companies to centralise support services 
such as “data management, human resource, customer support or accounting” and to set up 
these ‘shared-services-centres’ in countries that have “superior infrastructure, lower costs 
and a highly skilled workforce.”168 These ‘shared-services-centres’ are generally housed in a 
                                                 










group of companies of the ultimate holding company or a separate subsidiary is set up to 
provide support services to the members of the group.169  
In these circumstances it is important to note that the support services are most likely not 
performed at the company’s head office and that the support services are not akin to the 
direct support provided to top senior management, as described above. The support services 
provided by these ‘shared-services-centres’ are generally of little importance when 
establishing a company’s POEM, as the “managers in charge of those services are often not 
involved, or only secondary involved, in making key management and commercial 
decisions that affect the company’s business as a whole.”170 
3.5   Conclusion 
IN6, IN6 Discussion Paper and the Draft IN6 acknowledge the digital economy and the 
challenges it presents, however no rules or guidance is provided as to specific, additional or 
different factors that should be considered when establishing a company’s POEM in a 
digital economy. SARS is of the opinion that the same “core principles” should apply in a 
digital economy, as do in the traditional world.171  Accordingly, the research and discussions 
presented in this chapter have not been able to identify specific, additional or different 
factors that should be considered when establishing the POEM in a digital economy, as 
these factors do not ‘exist’ in a South African context. 
The author is in agreement with SARS, that the same “core principles” should apply in a 
digital economy, as do in the traditional world. 
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Chapter 4:  A United Kingdom perspective 
4.1   Introduction 
In the United Kingdom two tests are applied when establishing a company’s corporate tax 
residency. A company will be regarded a resident, if it satisfies either of two tests.172  
The first test, which has always applied under the United Kingdom tax law, is that a 
company will be regarded as a tax resident if the Central Management and Control (CM&C) 
of the company is located within the United Kingdom.173 This will apply regardless as to 
where the company is incorporated.174 This residency test is not included in the statute, but 
has been derived from case law and the leading cases which contributed thereto are De 
Beers Consolidated Mines, Limited v Howe [1906] A.C. 455 (De Beers case, the), Bullock v. 
Unit Construction Company [1959] 38 TC 712 (United Construction case, the), Wood v. 
Holden [2006] STC 443 (Wood case, the), and Laerstate BV v. HMRC [2009] UKFTT 209 
(TC) (Laerstate case, the).175 Although the place of CM&C is a question of fact, numerous 
court decisions have held that it ordinarily coincides with the place where the company 
directors exercise their power and authority, which will generally be where they meet.176 
Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs’ (HMRC) approach in applying the law of corporate 
residence is set out in Statement of Practice 1 (SoP1), published on 9 January 1990.177  
The second test of corporate residence was introduced in the United Kingdom on 15 March 
1988.178 Section 14 of the Corporation Tax Act 2009 states that a company incorporated in 
the United Kingdom is regarded as a resident.179 It is emphasised that this test applies in 
addition to the CM&C test.180 Thus, foreign incorporated companies will continue to be a 
tax resident in the United Kingdom if their CM&C is located there.181 
Further it is important to note that if a United Kingdom resident company is dually resident 
in another country with which the United Kingdom has a DTA and if the “tie-breaker” 
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provision in the DTA concludes that the company is resident in the other country for 
purposes of the treaty, it will be treated as non-resident for United Kingdom taxation 
purposes.182 
This chapter will examine the origin and meaning of the concept ‘CM&C’. 
Further, this chapter will highlight the factors which are currently being considered when 
establishing the CM&C of a company. 
Consideration will also be given to, both older and more recent, United Kingdom 
judgements concerning residency and the factors which were of importance in deciding the 
place of CM&C. I will also consider the United Kingdom courts’ interpretation of POEM 
when applying the ‘tie-breaker’ provision as prescribed by the OECD MTC.  
This chapter will also highlight the differences and similarities in factors being considered 
by the United Kingdom courts when establishing the place of CM&C or the POEM. 
Further, the recent developments and proposed amendments to the interpretation of CM&C 
and POEM from a United Kingdom perspective will be scrutinised and comment will be 
made on whether these developments and proposed amendments acknowledge the digital 
economy and if they provide guidance as to which factors should be considered when 
establishing the CM&C or POEM in a digital economy, ie should additional or different 
factors be considered when establishing the CM&C or POEM in a digital economy? 
4.2   Origin and meaning of the concept ‘Central Management and 
Control’ 
In the early 1900’s when the United Kingdom established its tax system, the tax courts 
developed the CM&C test as the test for establishing a companies’ tax residence in the 
United Kingdom.183  The CM&C test was specifically developed for situations where 
companies had their place of management in the United Kingdom, but carried out all their 
business activities in another country.184 The De Beers case greatly contributed to the 
development of the CM&C test criteria,185 the test of company residency is that stated by 
Lord Loreburn: “… a company resides, for the purpose of income tax, where its real 
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business is carried on … I regard that as the true rule; and the real business is carried on 
where the central management and control actually abides.”186  
Lord Loreburn’s CM&C test has been endorsed by many subsequent decisions and is still 
referred to in case law today.187 
However, even though the CM&C test has been around since 1906, it is not defined for tax 
purposes and when ascribing a meaning thereto, one is left to consider the judicial 
interpretation thereof and HMRC’s interpretation and guidance, as provided in  SoP1. 
4.3   Factors currently being considered when establishing the place of 
Central Management and Control 
As stated above, the concept ‘CM&C’ is not defined for tax purposes and when ascribing a 
meaning thereto we need to consider HMRC’s interpretation and guidance, as provided in 
SoP1. 
An analysis of the SoP1 follows and the factors which are of importance when establishing 
a company’s place of CM&C are highlighted. 
4.3.1   Statement of Practice 1 (1990) 
(a)  Place of CM&C 
SoP1 firstly highlights that successive decided cases have emphasised that the place of 
CM&C control is wholly a question of fact and it cautions that factors which together are 
decisive in one instance may individually carry little weight in another.188  
This implies that each case has to be evaluated on its own merits taking into account all 
facts individually and as a whole.  
If a company’s residency status is uncertain, the following approach will be adopted by the 
HMRC: 
 “they first try to ascertain whether the directors of the company in fact exercise central 
management and control; 
 if so, they seek to determine where the directors exercise this central management and 
control (which is not necessarily where they meet); 
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 in cases where the directors apparently do not exercise central management and control  
the company, HMRC then look to establish where and by whom it is exercised.”189 
SoP1 states that CM&C is located where the “highest level of control of the business of a 
company” can be found.190 The highest level of control of a business is akin to its board, 
accordingly it can be said that CM&C is located at the place where the board meetings are 
held. However, caution needs to be applied if the location of the board meetings are not in 
the same country as the main operations of the business.191 If the directors of a company are 
actively engaged together in the complete running of the business, then that location would 
be the place of CM&C irrespective of where the formal board meetings are held.192 Thus, 
the location of board meetings are important, but not necessarily conclusive. 
SoP1 further notes that there may be instances where CM&C is exercised by a single 
individual. This may occur when the “chairman or managing director exercises powers 
formally conferred by the company’s articles and the other board members are little more 
than cyphers.”193 If this is the case, CM&C will be located where the controlling individual 
exercises his powers.194 
Elaborating on the meaning of control, SoP1 states that “the exercise of control does not 
necessarily demand any minimum standard of active involvement: it may, in appropriate 
circumstances, be exercised tacitly through passive oversight.”195 
(b)  Parent / subsidiary relationship 
SoP1 acknowledges the difficulties the CM&C test poses if the subsidiary and parent 
company operate in different countries.196 If a parent company influences the actions of the 
subsidiary in such a manner as akin to the powers exercised by the sole or majority 
shareholder in board meetings, HMRC regards the CM&C of the subsidiary to be located 
where the parent company is resident.197 Further, in cases where the parent company usurps 
the functions of the subsidiary’s board or where the subsidiary’s board simply rubber stamps 
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the parent company’s decisions, HMRC is of the view that the subsidiary has the same tax 
residence as its parent company.198 
In cases where a subsidiary company forms part of a group of companies and the ultimate 
holding company resides in a different jurisdiction, it would need to be determined if the 
subsidiary company’s board exercises CM&C of the subsidiary’s business.199 In the above 
determination it should be considered if the subsidiary directors act independently and to 
what extend they have authority to make investment, production and procurement decisions 
without reference to the parent.200 
4.4   Court cases and findings 
The detailed background facts of the particular cases have not been summarised in this 
dissertation and consideration will only be given to the factors which were of importance in 
deciding the company’s place of CM&C or POEM, where applicable in an international 
context.  
4.4.1   The De Beers case  
The De Beers case is known as the ‘landmark case’ and dates back to 1906. It introduced the 
concept ‘CM&C’ to the ‘tax world’. 
In this case the majority of the directors were resident in the United Kingdom while the 
company was registered and carried on business in South Africa. The House of Lords found 
the company to be a resident of the United Kingdom on the assumption that the decision 
making centre was located in the United Kingdom.201 Lord Loreburn stated that: 
“… a company resides, for the purpose of income tax, where its real business is carried on … I 
regard that as the true rule; and the real business is carried on where the central management and 
control actually abides.”202 
The House of Lords took the following factors into consideration when they concluded that 
the tax payers’ business was carried on in England and not in South Africa: 
 “the majority of directors and other senior staff officials lived in England; 
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 the real control was exercised at meetings which were held in London, and those 
meetings controlled the negotiations of contracts, determined policy, the application of 
profits and the appointment of directors; and 
 all matters requiring a majority vote were controlled in London.”203 
To recapitulate the above, it can be said that a company’s CM&C is located where the 
directors meetings are actually held.204 
4.4.2   The United Construction case  
The United Construction case decided on the place of CM&C of three subsidiary companies 
in 1946. In this case, three wholly owned subsidiary companies were incorporated in Kenya. 
Their articles of association, vested the powers of management in the Kenyan directors who 
were located in Kenya. However, these management powers were not exercised by the 
Kenyan directors. All matters of real importance were decided by the board of directors of 
the parent company in the United Kingdom. This resulted in the subsidiaries being held to 
be tax residents in the United Kingdom.205 
The factors of importance in deciding the matter were as follows: 
 The individuals who actually decided on real matters of importance; 
 The location of the identified individuals when they made these decisions; 
 The fact that the parent company’s  actions were irregular and contrary to the 
constitution of the company, did not override the factual reality of the case and did not 
influence, “by whom and from where the subsidiaries were managed and controlled.”206  
4.4.3   The Wensleydale’s case  
The Wensleydale case was decided in 1996 and considered the meaning of the concept 
‘POEM’, as stated in the 1976 United Kingdom - Ireland DTA. 
The Special Commissioner noted that there had been no reported decision on the meaning of 
POEM and he went on to refer to Professor Vogel’s Commentary on the meaning of POEM 
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and noted that the professor opined that the ‘place of management’ was very similar to the 
POEM since the former depended on factual conditions.207 
The Special Commissioner also referred to German case law, which established that the 
place of management was the centre of top level management, which is where the 
management’s important policies were actually made.208 
He further emphasised the adjective ‘effective’ and opined that it was “not sufficient that 
some sort of management was carried on.”209 He stated that the term ‘effective’ “implied 
realistic, positive management” and that the POEM “was where the shots were called, to 
adopt a vivid transatlantic colloquialism.”210  
Based on the above, the factors which were of importance in deciding the matter were as 
follows: 
 The POEM equates the place of management; 
 Who formed part of the centre of top level management; 
 The location of the ‘top level management’ when important policies were actually made; 
 The extent of management activities carried out and by whom they were carried out; and 
 Where the shots were actually called. 
4.4.4   The Wood case 
The Wood case dates back to 2006 and had to decide if a company, incorporated in the 
Netherlands, had its place of CM&C in the United Kingdom, and if so where the company’s 
POEM was located with reference to the United Kingdom – Netherlands DTA of 1980. 
The Wood case involved a United Kingdom tax avoidance scheme which utilised a 
company incorporated in the Netherlands. It was obvious the Dutch directors received 
significant advice from various professionals located in the United Kingdom and they were 
presented with documents, which had been prepared by these United Kingdom 
professionals, which they had to consider and execute. However, at all times, it was only the 
Dutch directors themselves who could execute these documents, and thereby effect 
intention.211 
                                                 








The following factors were of importance in deciding the place of CM&C: 
 Whilst the United Kingdom HMRC sought to argue on the basis of substance over form 
(effectively, that the directors were mere ciphers simply undertaking the actions they 
were advised to), the courts reflected that the constitutional reality of the Dutch company 
had to be considered;  
 It was only the directors who met and exercised control, and so the place of their 
meetings – which all took place in the Netherlands – had to be considered as the POEM;  
 Only if someone in the United Kingdom had usurped the functions of the directors and 
carried out their functions in the United Kingdom, could the company have been 
considered a tax resident in the United Kingdom; and 
 The form and the formalities of the transactions determined residence and not the “real” 
nature of the transactions, namely a United Kingdom tax scheme driven by United 
Kingdom tax professionals.212 
As it was held that the company’s place of CM&C was in the Netherlands, there was no 
need for the court to decide where the company’s POEM was located. However, “it was 
held that the term POEM is similar to CM&C”213 and his Lordship “found it difficult to see 
how, in the circumstances of the case, the two tests could lead to different answers.”214 
4.4.5   The Laerstate case 
The Laerstate case was decided in 2009 and the court was required firstly, to consider where 
the company’s place of CM&C was, for United Kingdom tax purposes and secondly, to 
consider where the POEM was in terms of the United Kingdom – Netherlands DTA of 
1980. 
Firstly, it was decided that the Dutch incorporated company was actually managed and 
controlled by its sole shareholder, Mr Bock, a United Kingdom resident, and that the 
company’s place of CM&C was therefore in the United Kingdom rather than in the 
Netherlands, where its sole director, Mr Trapman, a Dutch resident, was located.215  
The following factors were of importance in the decision and indicated that Mr Bock was 
playing a dominant role in the company’s CM&C: 
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 Signing of documents - Mr Bock signed various documents on behalf of the company 
both in the United Kingdom and abroad; 
 Professional advisors – The professional advisors considered Mr Bock to be the key 
individual whose wishes concerning the company had to be determined and whose 
instructions had to be followed. This was supported by the fact that there was a 
significant amount of correspondence between the professional advisors directly with Mr 
Bock or between themselves concerning the company and Mr Bock; 
 Negotiations - Mr Bock negotiated important agreements on behalf of the company 
whilst in the United Kingdom; 
 The director’s role – The involvement of Mr Trapman, who was the only director at 
that time, was held to be administrative in nature as there was no evidence to suggest 
that he was being kept informed by Mr Bock on various important matters.216 
In addition, the following factors were of importance in establishing that the company’s 
place of CM&C was in the United Kingdom: 
 The location of directors’ meetings – The Tribunal stated that “there is no assumption 
that CM&C must be found where the directors meet. It is entirely a question of fact 
where it is found. … Where a company is managed by its directors in board meetings it 
will normally be where board meetings are held. But if the management is carried out 
outside board meetings one needs to ask who was managing the company by making 
high level decisions and where, even where this is contrary to the company's 
constitution.”217 
 Signing resolutions or documents – The Tribunal accentuated that “the mere physical 
acts of signing resolutions or documents do not suffice for actual management.”218  
 The majority shareholder’s influence – The Tribunal noted that “there is nothing to 
prevent a majority shareholder, whether a parent company or an individual majority 
shareholder, indicating how the directors of the company should act. If they consider the 
wishes and act on them, it is still their decision… The borderline is between the directors 
making the decision or not making any decision at all.”219 
 The director’s actions and considerations – The Tribunal emphasised that directors 
who mindlessly sign resolutions or who sign them “without considering whether it 
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would be better to sign (them) or not” would not be seen as engaged in the requisite level 
of decision-making, even if it could be shown that they had “the absolute minimum 
amount of information that a person would need to have in order to make a decision at 
all on whether to agree to follow the shareholder’s wishes or to decide not to sign . . .”220 
Secondly, the Tribunal considered the question of ‘effective management’. If a company is 
resident in the United Kingdom under domestic law, and resident in the Netherlands under 
the Netherlands law (on account of incorporation there), the United Kingdom - Netherlands 
DTA of 1980 provides that “… it shall be deemed to be a resident of the State in which its 
place of effective management is situated."221 
It is stated that ‘effective management’ implies management by the board as a whole, 
accordingly if one board member is dominant and the remainder are merely “passive 
placemen”, ‘effective management’ vests in the dominant member.222 Further, it is stated 
that ‘effective management’ requires the directors to actually apply their minds to the 
decisions they make.223 De Matos Ala opines that “this requires that boards of directors or 
trustees must be seen to act according to the standards the law expects of persons holding 
fiduciary office.224 Thus, they must be mindful of their fiduciary duties and act with due 
prudence and circumspection when passing resolutions and signing agreements.225 In 
particular, directors and trustees must demonstrate their autonomy from outsiders who could 
be perceived as the true behind-the-scenes managers of the entity.”226 
The following factors were of importance in concluding that the company’s POEM was in 
the United Kingdom: 
 Top level management participation – The Tribunal noted that “Mr Bock’s activities 
were concerned with policy, strategic and management matters and that his activities 
constituted the real top level management (or realistic positive management).”227  
 The director’s activities - The Tribunal found that “Mr Trapman’s activities were 
limited to signing documents when told to do so and dealing with routine matters such as 
the accounts.”228 
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4.4.6   The Smallwood case  
The Smallwood case was decided on appeal in 2010 and the court, amongst other concerns, 
had to consider where the trusts POEM was, at the time of the sale of the shares, in terms of 
the United Kingdom – Mauritius DTA of 1981. 
“The case dealt with a scheme devised by the settlor and his tax advisors to avoid capital 
gains tax on the disposal of assets held by a trust. The scheme required the assets to be 
disposed of during the brief term of office of non-resident trustees followed by their 
resignation and the appointment of resident trustees. The process of temporarily appointing 
non-resident and then resident trustees is classified in the case as the ‘exporting’ and 
‘importing’ of the trust.”229 
In the case of a trust, the taxpayer is the trustee, who may be one or more individuals or a 
company or one or more individuals and a company.230 Thus it is important to ascertain the 
POEM of the trustee/s. 
The following factors were of importance in concluding that the trusts’ POEM was in the 
United Kingdom: 
 The place where key management and commercial decisions were in substance made; 
 The place where the most senior group of persons (e.g. a board of directors) made its 
decisions, where the actions to be taken by the entity as a whole were determined.231 
The case further rejected a ’snapshot’ approach and held that one should take a ‘holistic’ 
approach to the determination of the trusts’ POEM.232 
Although this case dealt with the determination of the POEM of a trust, the court’s decision 
is considered to be useful as the principles and facts that were considered are equally 
relevant in the context of companies.233 
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4.5   Differences and similarities in the factors concerning the place of 
Central Management and Control and the Place of Effective 
Management 
By referring to the United Kingdom cases set out above, the differences and similarities in 
factors being considered by the United Kingdom courts when establishing the place of 
CM&C or the POEM will be highlighted below. 
4.5.1   The purpose of the Central Management & Control test and the Place of 
Effective Management test. 
It is important to note that the two tests have very different purposes. CM&C is essentially a 
one-country test with the purpose of determining whether a company is resident in the 
United Kingdom or not while the POEM is a tie-breaker test with the purpose of resolving 
cases of dual residence by determining in which of two States it is to be found.234 If it is 
established that the company is a resident of the other State, then section 18 of the CTA 
2009 states that the company must be regarded as a non-resident for all United Kingdom tax 
purposes.235 
4.5.2   Similarities in factors being considered 
In The Wood case it was held that the concept ‘POEM’ is similar to that of ‘CM&C’236 and 
that the two tests are in substance the same.237   
Oguttu opines that the concept ‘POEM’ and the concept ‘CM&C’ “are often interpreted as 
synonymous, as both concepts refer to the place where the main policy and strategic 
decisions are made by the board of directors.”238 
Although there are internationally conflicting views on whether the concept ‘POEM’, as per 
the OECD MTC, is the same as the concept ‘CM&C’, it is clear that the POEM test was 
significantly influenced by the CM&C test, as it was first laid down in the De Beers case.239 
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Referring to the analysis of the factors being considered when determining the place of 
CM&C or the POEM, as set out in the cases above, it is evident that the following factors 
are the core when establishing both the place of CM&C and the POEM: 
 Identifying the individuals who actually decide on real matters of importance and who 
form part of the centre of top level management, including the consideration of any 
usurped functions; 
 Establishing the location of the identified individuals when they actually decide on real 
matters of importance. 
4.5.3   Differences in factors being considered 
Vogel opines that the concept ‘CM&C’ is much wider than that of POEM.240 
“Although it is clear from United Kingdom revenue manuals that effective management 
indicates a form of management lower than CM&C, in practice it will often coincide. In a 
United Kingdom manual it is stated that the second level of management is the place where 
you would expect to find the executives and senior staff who actually make the business 
tick, and the place where one would expect to find the finance director, for example, sales 
director, and, if there is one, the managing director. As these executives would be on the 
board of directors, the location of the POEM will only differ from the place where CM&C is 
exercised, if the term ‘effective management’ refers to where the directors normally reside 
and not where they may go to specifically for board meetings.”241   
It is evident from the stated cases and the above, that there are no material differences in the 
factors which are considered when establishing the place of CM&C and the POEM. 
4.6   Recent developments and proposed amendments 
At the date of this dissertation, I am not aware of any proposals or amendments to be made 
to the United Kingdom tax legislation or SoP1, regarding the determination of a company’s 
CM&C. 
4.7   Conclusion 
The United Kingdom tax law and SoP1 do not explicitly acknowledge the digital economy 
or the challenges it presents and no rules or guidance is provided as to specific, additional or 
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different factors which should be considered when establishing a company’s place of 
CM&C in a digital economy. Accordingly, the research and discussions presented in this 
chapter have not been able to identify specific, additional or different factors that should be 
considered when establishing the place of CM&C or POEM in a digital economy, as these 





Chapter 5:  An international perspective 
5.1   Introduction 
Before any country can levy a tax on income, a connection or ‘tax nexus’ must be 
established between itself and that income, such as the ‘residence basis of taxation’ or the 
‘source basis of taxation’.242 As some countries tax on a ‘residence-basis’ and other tax on a 
‘source-basis’, double taxation of the same income may occur, this could either be 
‘juridical’243 or ‘economic’244 double taxation.245 Juridical double taxation may occur 
because of a coincidence of source and residence bases of taxation imposed on a taxpayer 
by two different counties or it may be caused by the coincidence of two States’ residence 
bases of taxation.246 The latter is the focus of this dissertation. 
To expand on the above, a company will be considered a dual resident if it is incorporated or 
formed in one state but has its POEM in another.247 In order to ease the resultant double 
taxation, this is if the two States have entered into a DTA, the OECD MTC tie-breaker rule 
provides that the dual resident company will only be considered to be a resident of the state 
in which its POEM situated.248 
This chapter will analyse the interaction between the OECD MTC and domestic law when 
ascribing a meaning to the concept ‘POEM’. 
Further, this chapter will highlight the factors which are currently being considered by the 
OECD when establishing the POEM of a company. 
Consideration will also be given to recent developments and proposed amendments to the 
interpretation of POEM from an international perspective and will comment if these 
developments and proposed amendments acknowledge the digital economy and if they 
provide guidance as to which factors should be considered when establishing the POEM in a 
digital economy, ie should additional or different factors be considered when establishing 
the POEM in a digital economy? 
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5.2   Interaction between the OECD MTC and domestic law 
Article 3(2) of the OECD MTC states that: 
“As regards the application of the Convention at any time by a Contracting State, any term not 
defined therein shall, unless the context otherwise requires, have the meaning that it has at that 
time under the law of that State for the purposes of the taxes to which the Convention applies, any 
meaning under the applicable tax laws of that State prevailing over a meaning given to the term 
under other laws of that State.”249 
The above implies that if a term is not defined in the OECD MTC, then a Contracting 
state can make use of the meaning of that term as it is understood under its domestic 
legislation.250 
As Article 4(3) of the OECD MTC does not define the concept ‘POEM’, it merely 
provides guidelines as to the meaning thereof in paragraph 24 of the OECD 
Commentary on Article 4(3), the Contracting States may resort to using the domestic 
meaning of the concept.251 
Drawing from chapter 4, it can be supposed that the United Kingdom’s concept 
‘CM&C’ is likened to the concept ‘POEM’ and is to be found where the director 
meetings are actually held.  
As stated in paragraph 3.2.1 above, in a South African context it can be said that the 
concept ‘POEM’, as per IN6, is akin to the OECD MTC’s concept ‘POEM’ and is to 
be found where policy and strategic decisions are executed and implemented by a 
company’s senior management.  
However, the purpose of the concepts in a domestic and international framework are 
very different.252 As stated in paragraph 4.5.1 above, CM&C (and so also POEM in a 
South African context) is essentially a one-country test with the purpose of 
determining whether a company is resident in the United Kingdom (or South Africa in 
a South African context) or not, while the POEM, as per the OECD MTC, is a tie-
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breaker test with the purpose of resolving cases of dual residence by determining in 
which of two States residency is to be found. 
It can thus be said that although Article 3(2) of the OECD MTC permits countries to 
resort to the domestic meaning of a term that is not defined in the OECD MTC, the 
article also makes it clear that this has to be done in context of the intention/purpose of 
the OECD MTC.253 Article 4(3) of the OECD MTC makes it clear that there can only 
be one POEM at any one time, thus any domestic definition of the term that does not 
bring out this result is clearly against the OECD’s intentions/purpose.254 Accordingly, 
it can be said that unilaterally relying on Article 3(2) to equate the term POEM with 
other domestic terms, without considering the context of Article 4(3), would result in 
the loss of the uniformity of the long existing OECD MTC and its Commentary.255  
Thus, the guidance provided in paragraph 24 of the OECD Commentary on Article 
4(3) should prevail when ascribing a meaning to the concept ‘POEM’ for DTA’s 
which are based on the OECD MTC. 
 Article 4(3) of the OECD MTC and the relating commentary in paragraph 24 of the 
OECD Commentary is discussed below. 
5.3   Factors currently being considered in an international context 
5.3.1   Factors currently being considered by the OECD 
Article 4(1) of the OECD MTC states that: 
“For the purposes of this Convention, the term ‘resident of a Contracting State’ means any person 
who, under the laws of that State, is liable to tax therein by reason of his domicile, residence, place 
of management or any other criterion of a similar nature, and also includes that State and any 
political subdivision or local authority thereof. This term, however, does not include any person 
who is liable to tax in that State in respect only of income from sources in that State or capital 
situated therein.”256 
Further, Article 4(3) of the OECD MTC states that: 
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“Where by reason of the provisions of paragraph 1 a person other than an individual is a resident 
of both Contracting States, then it shall be deemed to be a resident only of the State in which its 
place of effective management is situated.”257 
As noted above, the concept ‘POEM’ is not defined by the OECD, however paragraph 24 of 
the OECD Commentary on Article 4(3) offers some guidance on the meaning of the concept. 
Paragraph 24 states that: 
“The place of effective management is the place where key management and commercial 
decisions that are necessary for the conduct of the entity’s business as a whole are in substance 
made. All relevant facts and circumstances must be examined to determine the place of effective 
management. An entity may have more than one place of management, but it can have only one 
place of effective management at any one time.”258  
It is disappointing that the above commentary does not clarify which facts and 
circumstances should be considered ‘relevant’ and, as such, each of the two Contracting 
States is free to determine which facts and circumstances are decisive.259 The above passage 
merely implies that the OECD follows a board-centric approach and the POEM will 
generally be where key management and commercial decisions necessary for the conduct of 
a business are in substance made and given.260 This will ordinarily be where the directors 
meet to make decisions relating to the management of the company.261 However, the 
determination of the POEM is a question of fact and all relevant facts and circumstances 
must be examined.262 Where courts have decided the POEM, the following factors have 
been regarded as important: 
 Where the centre of top level management is located; 
 Where the business operations are actually conducted; 
 Legal factors such as the place of incorporation, the location of the registered office, 
public officer, etc; 
 Where controlling shareholders make key management and commercial decisions in 
relation to the company; and 
 Where the directors reside.263 
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It should be noted that the POEM will generally lie with the directors, however in certain 
circumstances these strategic decisions and powers may be exercised by others.264 For 
example, paragraph 24 of the OECD Commentary on Article 4, highlights that the relevant 
consideration is “where the high level decision making occurs.”265 If this function is 
performed by persons other than the board of directors, then the relevant consideration is the 
place where those other people make their decisions.266 
5.3.2   International writer’s views and comments 
Vogel cautions that if a controlling shareholder affects the usual conduct of the business and 
is constantly informed of the company’s transactions and has a decisive influence on how 
transactions are dealt with, it can be said that such a shareholder is in charge of top level 
management.267  
Vogel’s view is that “the POEM is the place where the higher level of day-to-day running of 
the business takes place.”268 It is further noted that the running of a business is not limited to 
implementation and administration, but that it also entails a range of decision making steps 
necessary for the functioning of the business, however it does not necessarily include 
strategic decision making.269 Vogel continues and provides the following illustrative 
examples: 
“Holding company A in country X has many operating subsidiaries in other countries, including 
Subsidiary B in country Y. The board of directors of company A makes strategic decisions relating 
to the operating subsidiaries, including their capitalisation, their ability to raise debt and the nature 
of that debt, the products they are to manufacture  or sell, the geographical area in which the can 
operate, and their target cost structures and profit margins. These subsidiaries’ mandate is to 
operate within these parameters. Company B takes all operating decisions necessary to conduct the 
business in the context of its mandate, including hiring and firing workers, sourcing supplies, 
marketing and advertising, competing with local rivals, dealing with local authorities and so on. In 
this case, there is little doubt that the day to day business is run in country Y, and the effective 
management is also located there.”270 
Vogel then elaborates on the above example: 
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“As in the example above, but Company A requires Company B to consult it on all operating 
decisions, including hiring and firing workers, sourcing supplies, marketing and advertising, 
competing with local rivals, dealing with local authorities, and so on. The subsidiary therefore has 
an extremely narrow mandate – in fact, Company B makes no real operating decisions and there is 
therefore little doubt that the day-to-day business is run in Country X, and that the effective 
management is located there.”271 
It is evident from the above, that all the relevant facts and circumstances must be examined 
when establish the POEM, as provided for in paragraph 24, and that no hard and fast rule 
can be laid down to determine the POEM of a company. 
Further, various commentators have commented that the traditional board-centric approach, 
which focusses on the board of directors’ or similar body’s decision making, has failed to 
keep pace with changes in telecommunications, international travel and modern business 
practices.272 For example, two United Kingdom authors have noted: 
“We might ask whether concepts developed before the age of international telephone and even 
before the wireless telegraph . . . are still appropriate in today’s world. . . The contrast with the 
current availability of international communications by telephone, e-mail, videophone, video 
conferencing and the ubiquity of air travel is sharp.”273 
These issues have also been a matter of concern in South Africa and in IN6 Discussion 
Paper, academic BA van der Merwe has stated:  
“The adequacy of effective management as a tie-breaker rule based upon (the location of superior 
management decision making) has been questioned. This interpretation of the phrase was coined 
when companies were generally organised in a hierarchical structure and management could be 
located at a specific point within a certain period of time. However, modern companies are 
increasingly run and managed divisionally rather than through the legal entities in which the 
divisions are formed. This has resulted in an organisational network spread across different 
countries. Also, due to modern technology, management has become much more mobile and 
traditional places of effective management may rotate. Technology has furthermore made it 
possible to manage without the need for a group of persons to be physically located or to meet in 
one place, for instance at the company’s headquarters. Because of these changed management 
structures and technology, effective management based on where the directors meet becomes a 
matter of choice and manipulation. Even when based on a wider interpretation of key 
management and decision making, it is evident that technology makes it difficult to pin effective 
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management down to one constant location, and double or multiple residences or even non-
residence may be the result.”274 
As the concept ‘POEM’ is one of substance over form, it should always produce 
results which reflect the true policy intention of the tie-breaker rule.275 In today’s 
modern multinational environment together with the digital economy evolution, the 
OECD’s interpretation of the POEM cannot achieve this, and it is questioned if it can 
be relied upon as an effective tie-breaker test.276 
5.4   Recent developments and proposed amendments 
The OECD acknowledges that in a modern multinational environment, the application of the 
above factors may not result in a clear determination of which state should be given 
preference as the state of residence, or may result in an outcome which does not appear to 
accord with the policy intentions of the provision. 
Accordingly, in 1999 the OECD’s Committee on Fiscal Affairs set up the Technical 
Advisory Group on Monitoring the Application of Existing Treaty Norms for Taxing 
Business Profits (TAG, the), with the general mandate to “examine how the current treaty 
rules for the taxation of business profits apply in the context of electronic commerce and 
examine proposals for alternative rules.”277 In February 2001, the TAG issued a draft 
discussion paper, entitled “The Impact of the Communications Revolution on the 
Application of ‘Place of Effective Management’ (2001 discussion draft, the) as a Tie-
Breaker Rule” and in May 2003, the TAG issued a second draft discussion paper, entitled 
“Place of Effective Management Concept: Suggestions for Changes to the OECD Model 
Tax Convention” (2003 discussion draft, the).278 
I will now proceed and analyse the relevant proposals of the draft discussion papers. 
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5.4.1   “The Impact of the Communications Revolution on the Application of 
‘Place of Effective Management’ as a Tie Breaker Rule” 
The purpose of this paper was to identify possible limitations embedded in the application of 
the POEM tie-breaker test in the digital economy and to identify possible solutions.279 
(a)  Limitations in a digital economy 
The discussion paper emphasises the possibility of a company having its POEM in multiple-
jurisdictions.280 For example, if senior managers adopt videoconferencing as the key 
medium for making management and commercial decisions and those managers are located 
across the globe when making those decisions, it may be difficult to determine a POEM.281 
In such instances, it may be regarded that a place of management exists in each jurisdiction 
where a manager is located at the time the decision is made, but it may be difficult (if not 
impossible) to point to any particular location as being the one POEM.282 
The next concern highlighted in the 2001 discussion draft, is the increased incidents of 
mobile POEM’s. This will occur for instance, where the managing director of a company, 
who is responsible for the management of that company, is constantly on the move.283 In 
some extreme cases, that person may consistently be making decisions while flying over the 
ocean or while visiting various sites in different jurisdictions where his business is 
conducted.284 Similarly, where a board of directors may arrange to meet in different places 
throughout the year, it may be difficult to pin point a single location as the POEM.285 
From the above it is evident that “the characteristics of effective management may exist in a 
number of jurisdictions and it may be said to exist simultaneously in more than one 
jurisdiction without a specific single jurisdiction being dominant.”286 Thus, to the extent that 
the POEM test fails to provide a clear allocation of residence to one country, it may be seen 
to be an ineffective rule.287 
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(b)  Proposed solutions and considerations 
The TAG proposed that the following options should be considered in order to achieve a tie-
breaker rule that will identify a single POEM in all cases: 
A. Replace the concept ‘POEM’; 
B. Refine the POEM test; 
C. Establish a hierarchy of tests; or 
D. A combination of refining the POEM test and establishing a hierarchy of tests.288 
Options A, C and D (above) do not fall within the ambit of this dissertation as it does not 
address the factors which are of importance when establishing the POEM in a digital 
economy, but rather propose alternative residency tests. I will now proceed and evaluate 
how the POEM test is proposed to be refined.  
Refinement of the concept ‘Place of Effective Management’ 
The TAG suggests that that the existing POEM test should be refined by, either making a 
determination on the basis of predominant factor/s or by assigning a weighting to various 
factors.289 
The construction of paragraph 24 of the 2000290 Commentary presupposes that the 
determination is on the basis of the following predominant factors: 
 Where the key management and commercial decisions are made in substance;  
 Where the most senior person or group of persons makes its decisions; and  
 Where the actions to be taken by the enterprise as a whole are determined.291  
In most cases dealing with the company residence tie-breaker, the application of the above 
three factors should deliver a decision which reflects the underlying policy intent.292 This 
may be considered the norm.293 
However, there may be instances where the above predominant factors do not produce a 
single POEM.294 In such cases it may be necessary to consider other additional factors, as is 
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suggested in paragraph 24 of the OECD Commentary where it states that “All relevant facts 
and circumstances must be examined to determine the place of effective management.”295 
The TAG suggests that the following ‘other factors’ could be considered in association with 
the predominant factors when ascertaining the POEM: 
 Location of and functions performed at the headquarters; 
 Information on where central management and control of the company is to be located 
(contained within company formation documents ie articles of association etc); 
 Place of incorporation or registration; 
 Relative importance of the functions performed within the two States; and 
 Where the majority of directors reside.296 
The TAG extended an invitation to the public to make comments and to provide insights as 
to the weighing of the above factors and determining whether there are any other factors 
which should be taken into account.297 
5.4.2   “Place of Effective Management Concept: Suggestions for Changes to 
the OECD Model Tax Convention”  
Subsequently the TAG received comments (on the draft discussion paper discussed above at 
paragraph 5.4.1) and examined those comments and found that they support the alternative 
options of providing clarification of the POEM concept as a tie-breaker test and developing 
a hierarchy of different tests.298 
In May 2003 the TAG issued the ‘follow up’ discussion draft entitled “Place of Effective 
Management Concept: Suggestions for Changes to the OECD Model Tax Convention”, 
which included the two alternative proposals, mentioned above.299 The first proposal seeks 
to refine the ‘POEM’ concept by expanding the OECD “Commentary explanations as to 
how the concept should be interpreted.”300 The second proposal entails a hierarchy of tests 
and puts forward an alternative version of Article 4(3) of the OECD MTC, together with 
commentary thereon.301 
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The second proposal does not fall within the ambit of this dissertation as it does not indicate 
which factors are of importance when establishing the POEM in a digital economy. I will 
now proceed and analyse how the POEM test is proposed to be refined.  
(a)  Refinement of the concept ‘Place of Effective Management’ 
It is suggested that the wording of paragraph 24 of the OECD Commentary should be 
replaced/expanded in order to provide guidance as to how the concept should be 
interpreted.302 The suggested wording of the refined concept is as follows: 
“As a result of these considerations, the “place of effective management” has been adopted as the 
preference criteria for persons other than individuals. 
An entity may have more than one place of management, but it can have only one place of 
effective management at any one time.  
The place of effective management is the place where the key management and commercial 
decisions that are necessary for the conduct of the entity’s business are in substance made, i.e. the 
place where the actions to be taken by the entity as a whole are, in fact, determined. All the 
relevant facts and circumstances must be examined to determine the place of effective 
management. 
The place of effective management is ordinarily the place where the most senior person or group 
of persons (for example a board of directors) make its decisions, which normally corresponds to 
where it meets. There are cases however, where the key management and commercial decisions 
necessary for the conduct of the entity’s business are in substance made in one place by a person 
or group of persons but are formally finalised somewhere else by it or by another person or 
group of persons. In such cases, it will be necessary to consider other factors. Depending on the 
circumstances, these other factors could include: 
 Where a board of directors formally finalises key management and commercial decisions 
necessary for the conduct of the entity’s business at meetings held in one State but these 
decisions are in substance made in another State, the place of effective management will be 
in the latter State. 
 If there is a person such as a controlling interest holder (e.g. a parent company or 
associated enterprise) that effectively makes the key management and commercial decisions 
that are necessary for the conduct of the entity’s business, the place of effective management 
will be where that person makes these key decisions. For that to be the case, however, the 
key decisions made by that person must go beyond decisions related to the normal 
management and policy formulation of a group’s activities (e.g. the type of decisions that a 
                                                 




parent company of a multinational group would be expected to take as regards the direction, 
coordination and supervision of the activities of each part of the group). 
 Where a board of directors routinely approves the commercial and strategic decisions made 
by the executive officers, the place where the executive officers perform their functions would 
be important in determining the place of effective management of the entity. In distinguishing 
between a place where a decision is made as opposed to where it is merely approved, one 
should consider the place where advice on recommendations or options relating to the 
decisions were considered and where the decisions were ultimately developed. ”303 
The above evidences that the refinement of the concept centres on the “making” of key 
management and commercial decisions, which take place “where the actions to be taken by 
the entity as a whole are, in fact determined.”304 In effect, the 2003 discussion draft reiterates 
the 2000 OECD interpretation of the term that relies on the location of superior management 
decision making.305 
Van der Merwe opines that the 2003 discussion draft does provide some insight into the 
OECD’s way of thinking and it confirms that the OECD’s interpretation of the concept, 
relies on the location of “superior management decision making.”306 The author is in 
agreement with Van der Merwe, who cautions that the 2003 discussion draft does not 
provide insight as to the interpretation of the concept in a technology advanced environment 
and it will be “difficult to pin effective management down to one constant location, and 
double or multiple or even non-residence may be the result.”307 
Oguttu questions the adequacy of effective management as a tie-breaker rule based upon the 
factors set out in the 2003 discussion draft.308 The author is in agreement with this statement, 
as these factors can easily be manipulated to achieve the desired POEM. 
Since the publication of this report, no further steps have been taken by the OECD in 
this regard. This may well be an indication that the OECD does not intend to take any 
of the proposals further.309 
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5.4.3   2008 Update to the OECD Commentary 
Subsequent to the 2003 discussion draft, paragraph 24 of the OECD Commentary to 
Article 4(3) was amended in 2008. This amendment in essence removed the third 
sentence, which was introduced to paragraph 24 of the OECD Commentary as part of 
the 2000 update. 
The said change is reflected below: 
“As a result of these considerations, the “place of effective management” has been adopted as the 
preference criterion for persons other than individuals. The place of effective management is the 
place where key management and commercial decisions that are necessary for the conduct of the 
entity’s business as a whole are in substance made. The place of effective management will 
ordinarily be the place where the most senior person or group of persons (for example a board of 
directors) makes its decisions, the place where the actions to be taken by the entity as a whole are 
determined; however, no definitive rule can be given and aAll relevant facts and management. An 
entity may have more than one place of management, but it can have only one place of effective 
management at any one time.” 310 
Now that the importance attached to the board of directors has been removed, 
paragraph 24 of the OECD Commentary provides a general statement which seems to 
be open to support different levels of management.311 
Further, paragraph 24.1 of the OECD Commentary was included to propose an alternative 
provision to the current Article 4(3). Paragraph 24.1 of the OECD Commentary allows 
States to solve cases of dual residency on a case-by-case basis, if such an “approach is the 
best way to deal with the difficulties in determining the POEM of a legal person that may 
arise from the use of new communication technologies.”312 
The alternative to the current Article 4(3) provides: 
“Where by reason of the provisions of paragraph 1 a person other than an individual is a resident 
of both Contracting States, the competent authorities of the Contracting States shall endeavour to 
determine by mutual agreement the Contracting State of which such person shall be deemed to be 
a resident for the purposes of the Convention, having regard to its place of effective management, 
the place where it is incorporated or otherwise constituted and any other relevant factors. In the 
absence of such agreement, such person shall not be entitled to any relief or exemption from tax 
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provided by this Convention except to the extent and in such manner as may be agreed upon by the 
competent authorities of the Contracting States.”313 
The OECD Commentary provides that the competent authorities should consider the 
following factors when applying the above alternative provision: 
“Such as where the meetings of its board of directors or equivalent body are usually held, where 
the chief executive officer and other senior executives usually carry on their activities, where the 
senior day-to-day management of the person is carried on, where the person’s headquarters are 
located, which country’s laws govern the legal status of the person, where its accounting records 
are kept, whether determining that the legal person is a resident of one of the Contracting States 
but not of the other for the purpose of the Convention would carry the risk of an improper use of 
the provisions of the Convention etc.”314 
A number of States have validated and recommended this alternative approach, 
therefor accepting this alternative article.315 
However, Le Broe has criticised the 2008 update, he argues that the OECD 
Commentary now provides ‘other factors’ to be taken into account when applying the 
alternative to Article 4(3), however no such guidance is provided for the current tie-
breaker rules. He argues that the change may jeopardise the legal certainty of taxpayers 
affected by the tie-breaker. “The current rule is merely given a general principle, 
which is seen to be unsatisfactory.”316 
The alternative article provides that the authorities “shall endeavour” to settle by 
mutual agreement, therefore there is no obligation on the authorities to reach a 
solution. This is detrimental to the dual resident company, as it cannot claim treaty 
benefit as a resident of either contracting state until the competent authorities have 
reached a solution.317 
Subsequently the OECD MTC and Commentary was updated in 2010 and 2014, 
however no amendments were made to Article 4(3) and the relating OECD 
Commentary. 
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5.5   Conclusion 
The TAG prepared two discussion drafts with the purpose of identifying the limitations we 
are likely to face with the application of the POEM tie-breaker test in the current and future 
environment of electronic commerce and technology and to propose solutions. 318  
Further, paragraph 24.1 of the OECD Commentary was included in 2008 to propose an 
alternative provision to the current Article 4(3). Paragraph 24.1 of the OECD Commentary 
allows States to solve cases of dual residency on a case-by-case basis, if such an “approach 
is the best way to deal with the difficulties in determining the POEM of a legal person that 
may arise from the use of new communication technologies.”319 
From above it is evident that the OECD acknowledges the digital economy and the 
challenges it presents when ascertaining the POEM.  
However, the above mentioned discussion drafts are currently no more than proposals.  
Therefore, it is concluded that the OECD does not provide any guidance as to specific, 
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Chapter 6:  The OECD BEPS Project 
6.1  Introduction 
Globalisation, digitalisation, the easy movement of capital and rapidly changing business 
models have provided a platform for companies to explore gaps in international tax rules in 
order to minimise tax liabilities.320  
Base erosion occurs when a company attempts to reduce its taxable income and thereby 
reduce the amount of tax it has to pay, for example when a company has its POEM in a 
low/no tax jurisdiction. 321 The practice of profit shifting is to move profits from one 
jurisdiction to another, this is advantageous where the taxable profits are moved from a high 
tax jurisdiction to a low/no tax jurisdiction (because there is a saving due to the difference in 
tax rates).322 
Accordingly, the Group of Twenty (G20)323 has identified the need for a “multilateral 
solution” and has instructed the OECD to develop recommendations on “how to tackle 
aggressive and harmful international tax planning.”324 This is known as the OECD BEPS 
Project and has two key pillars, which are:  
 To align, more strictly, substance and taxing rights; and
 To address double non-taxation.325
In July 2013 the OECD launched the OECD BEPS Action Plan which identified 15 specific 
actions to equip governments with the domestic and international instruments to address 
these challenges.326 The OECD’s Committee on Fiscal Affairs is attending to the technical 
work on the OECD BEPS’ Actions.327 
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The Actions include328: Action 1 – Address the tax challenges of the digital economy; 
Action 2 – Neutralize the effects of hybrid mismatch arrangements; Action 3 – Strengthen 
Control Foreign Company rules; Action 4 – Limit base erosion via interest deductions and 
other financial payments; Action 5 – Counter harmful tax practices more effectively, taking 
into account transparency and substance; Action 6 – Prevent treaty abuse; Action 7 – 
Prevent the artificial avoidance of Permanent Establishment status; Action 8 – Assure that 
transfer pricing outcomes are in line with value creation: intangibles; Action 9 – Assure that 
transfer pricing outcomes are in line with value creation: risk and capital; Action 10 - 
Assure that transfer pricing outcomes are in line with value creation: other high risk 
transactions; Action 11 – Establish methodologies to collect and analyse data on BEPS and 
the actions to address it; Action 12 – Require taxpayers to disclose their aggressive tax 
planning arrangements; Action 13 – Re-examine transfer pricing documentation; Action 14 
– Make dispute resolution mechanisms more effective and Action 15 – Develop a
multilateral instrument.329
It is disappointing that none of the above Actions were specifically dedicated to addressing 
the POEM issues which are being faced. 
Subsequently, the OECD released several OECD BEPS Public Discussion Drafts, and on 16 
September 2014 the OECD published seven papers, which addressed Actions 1, 2, 5, 6, 8, 
13 and 15, as a first tranche of deliverables under the OECD BEPS Project. 
Although Actions 2 and Action 6 did not specifically deal with POEM challenges, they do 
provide recommendations with regard to changes to Article 4(3) of the OECD MTC.330 
I will now proceed and scrutinise the recommendations. 
6.2  Action 2 and Action 6 recommendation/s 
The OECD BEPS Report331 on Action 6 of September 2014 proposes several changes to the 
OECD MTC.332 These changes inter alia include amendments to the residence article, 
328 OECD, 2013:1-4 
329 Actions 1, 2, 5, 6, 8, 13 and 15 were included in the 2014 Deliverable and Actions 3, 4, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12  and 
14 are due in September/December 2015 
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331 This report includes recommendations of the OECD Public Discussion Draft entitled BEPS Action 6: 
Preventing the Granting of Treaty Benefits in Inappropriate Circumstances of 14 March 2014 and the 
OECD Public Discussion Draft entitled BEPS Action 2: Neutralise the Effects of Hybrid Mismatch 
Arrangements (Treaty Issues) of 19 March 2014.   




Article 4 of the OECD MTC, and the introduction of a limitation of benefits (LOB) article 
and a principle purpose test (PPT).333 
It is recommend that Article 4(3) of the OECD MTC be deleted and it is proposed that the 
residence of a dual resident company334 should be determined by mutual agreement 335 in all 
cases.336 The newly proposed Article 4(3) of the OECD MTC would read as follows: 
“Where by reason of the provisions of paragraph 1 a person other than an individual is a resident 
of both Contracting States, the competent authorities of the Contracting States shall endeavour to 
determine by mutual agreement the Contracting State of which such person shall be deemed to be 
a resident for the purposes of the Convention, having regard to its place of effective management, 
the place where it is incorporated or otherwise constituted and any other relevant factors. In the 
absence of such agreement, such person shall not be entitled to any relief or exemption from tax 
provided by this Convention except to the extent and in such manner as may be agreed upon by the 
competent authorities of the Contracting States.”337 
I reiterate that the above provision implies that in the absence of a mutual agreement, treaty 
benefits would not be available to either state. This raises concerns as the mutual agreement 
procedure (MAP) between competent authorities could be a lengthy process and it would be 
detrimental to the involved companies’ finances.338 The OECD acknowledged these 
uncertainties, but notes that: 
“…situations of double residence of entities other than individuals are relatively rare... (but)... 
there had been a number of tax avoidance cases involving dual resident companies.” 
The above passage creates the impression that the OECD is not particularly ‘fased’ with the 
consequences embedded in the MAP, as it opines that dual residency is the exception to the 
norm and that these agreements would rarely have to be entered into.  
It is worth noting that the above newly proposed provision is currently included in the 
OECD Commentary on Article 4 in paragraph 24(1) as an alternative to the tie-breaker rule 
of Article 4(3) of the OECD MTC, and gives decisive weight exclusively to the POEM.339  
However, if the above Action is approved, adopted and implemented by the various OECD 
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member countries, the use of the MAP as a solution in situations in which companies have 
dual residence would become compulsory and there would be no choice.340 
Although POEM remains one of the criteria that can be taken into account by the competent 
authorities in concluding a mutual agreement, it is not the exclusive criterion when, in 
connection with a MAP, the States disagree over the interpretation and application of the 
POEM.341  
 The primary output of Action 6 is the proposed introduction of an LOB article and a PPT. 
Wagenaar cautions that DTA benefits will not be available for taxpayers who don’t meet the 
conditions of such articles and that DTA access would be significantly restricted.342 
The LOB article requires that shareholdings, loans and intellectual property are held through 
the countries where the main business activities or the shareholders are located and the PPT 
requires that such assets are not held through a structure with the principal purpose to obtain 
DTA relief, unless the benefit is in accordance with a DTA.343 Accordingly, some 
international groups may find it challenging to apply the DTA network of any jurisdiction, 
especially if both their ownership and their business activities are fragmented.344 “Therefore, 
it seems to require that legal structures should be aligned with commercial, legal and any 
other non-tax reasons.”345 
6.3   Conclusion 
The OECD’s BEPS Project does not address the factors which are of importance when 
establishing the POEM in a digital economy. It recommends that the POEM residency test 
be deleted and that all cases of dual residency should be determined by MAP346.  The 
POEM test will merely remain one of the criteria that can be taken into account by the 
competent authorities in concluding a mutual agreement, and will no longer be the decisive 
dual breaker test.347  
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Chapter 7:  Conclusions and recommendations 
7.1   Conclusions 
In Chapter 2 Cockfield et al. opined that the e-commerce rules have been ‘absorbed’ into the 
traditional rules and that the line between e-commerce activities and traditional commercial 
activities are blurred. This advocates that traditional legal mechanisms will sufficiently 
confront challenges promoted by the digital economy.  
In Chapter 3 it was concluded that South African tax authorities acknowledge the digital 
economy and the challenges it presents, however no rules or guidance is provided as to 
specific, additional or different factors that should be considered when establishing a 
company’s POEM in a digital economy. SARS is of the opinion that the same “core 
principles” should apply in a digital economy, as do in the traditional world.  
Chapter 4 concluded that the United Kingdom tax authorities do not explicitly acknowledge 
the digital economy or the challenges it presents and no rules or guidance is provided as to 
specific, additional or different factors which should be considered when establishing a 
company’s place of CM&C or POEM in a digital economy. 
Chapter 5 concluded that the OECD acknowledges the digital economy and the challenges it 
presents when ascertaining the POEM. However, the above mentioned discussion drafts are 
currently no more than proposals and do not specifically address the factors which are of 
importance when determining the POEM in a digital economy, but rather focus on 
alternative residency tests.  
In chapter 6 it is concluded that the OECD’s BEPS Project does not address the factors 
which are of importance when establishing the POEM in a digital economy. The OECD 
opines that cases of dual residency are rare. It is recommended that the POEM residency test 
be deleted and that all cases of dual residency should be determined by MAP.348 The POEM 
test will merely remain one of the criteria that can be taken into account by the competent 
authorities in concluding a mutual agreement, and will no longer be the decisive dual 
breaker test.349  
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Accordingly, the research and discussions presented in this dissertation have not been able 
to identify specific, additional of different factors that should be considered when 
establishing the POEM in a digital economy, as these factors do not ‘exist’ in a South 
African, United Kingdom or international context. 
The comprehensive conclusion drawn from above would be that undue attention should not 
be attached to the digital economy in such a way that it ‘confuses’ the meaning and 
application of the POEM test. We should not be intimidated by the digital economy and the 
same factors which are of importance in a traditional tax world should be of importance 
when establishing the POEM in the digital economy, however careful consideration should 
be given when applying these ‘traditional’ factors in the digital economy. 
7.2   Recommendation 
It is recommended that the South African tax authorities finalise Draft IN6.  
In an international context it is recommended that the 2003 discussion draft of the OECD 
TAG be finalised and that the meaning of POEM be refined. The refinement should include 
a comprehensive list of ‘other factors’ that are of importance and a weighting should be 
attached to each factor. Further, it is proposed that the OECD Commentary include practical 
examples of establishing the POEM in the digital economy. It is also recommended that the 
OECD define the following terms upfront, in order to eliminate confusion as to the meaning 
thereof, such as: board, directors, head office/headquarter, senior employees, senior 
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